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Appointed to succeed James A. Sullivan
Fire Department
PAUL A. LEACH Chief Engineer ROBERT F. BUNCE Asst. Engineer
FRANCIS E. DEVLIN Asst. Engineer
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Welfare
ALBERT J. MORLN', 1-1-66-3-7-66RICHARD H. WILSON ARTHER H. RIVARD, 3-8-66 to date
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KEVIN P. RIVARD, Sergeant JERRY L. BAKER, Patrolman
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RONALD D. CHRISTIAN FRANCIS R. CHAMBERLAIN ARTHUR H. HUNT
JOHN E. LaFRENIERE,Sgt. WILLIAM HAUTANEN GIRARD D. MARROTTE
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Constable Dog Constable
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ALBERT J. MORIN Term Expires 1967
RICHARD R. BUSSIERE Term Expires 1968
GEORGE A. SmOIS Term Expires 1969
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Water Works Superintendent Water Works Treas. & Bkpr
RICHARD H. WILSON " ALFRED J. CHRISTIAN
District Court
JASON C. SAWYER - Justice
WALTER H. GENTSCH - Special Justice RAYMOND J. DESMARAIS - Clerk
RAYMOND J. DESMARAIS - Bail Commissioner
Trustees of Trust Funds
RANDYL P. COURNOYER, Bookkeeper. Term Expires 196^
CARL C. SPOFFORD Term Expires 1968
WARREN C. RUFFLE Term Expires 1969
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RANDYL P. COURNOYER Term Expires 1967
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DR. FRANKLIN W. STERLING Term Expires 1967
*H. CHARLES ROYCE Term Expires 1968
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JOSEPH J. CROCKER Term Expires 1970
PETER B. DAVIS,Chairman Term Expires 1971
MA-RGUERITE M. E„ MORIN Term Expires 1972
*Appointed to succeed Richard R. Bussiere
Health Officer
JOHN G. HEIL
Tree Warden Agent for Town Clock
ALFRED P. SAWYER ELMER H. EAVES
Commissioners for Humiston Park
LEON H. HUNT „ Term Expires 1967
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]
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j
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REPORT Of The SELECTMEN
The year 1966 was another busy one for the Town of Jaffrey
as various projects were completed.
SEWER CONSTRUCTION. The Ejector Stations on River
Street and Old Peterborough Road were completed and were
put into operation.
Sewer lines were constructed on Old Peterborough Road,
Cross Street, Burrington Street and Gilmore Pond Road. At
the present time the compact area of the town area is well
covered with sewer lines, and there remains two areas in
pressing need of sewering. The Jaffrey Center Sewer which
now empties into septic tanks located off Sawtelle Road is one
project which should be dealt with in the near future as the
sewerage problem is now becoming more apparent. Also,
there is need for a sewerage extension for Cheshire Village
to take care of the sewerage problem now existing in that
area. Provision is being made in the Town Meeting Warrant
for these two extensions.
NORTH STREET - ROUTE #137 STATE AID RE-
CONSTRUCTION. The project was started during the past
summer under the supervision of Mr. Wilson, the Highway
Agent, and was carried almost to the intersection of Old
Peterborough Road and North Street. It is hoped this will be
completed during 1967.
COMMONS. The project for improvement to the commons
was again delayed as there was not sufficient -money raised
to do this job as it should be done. However, it is hoped that
with the appropriation being asked for in 1967 this project
will be completed during the current year.
SIDEWALKS. Repaving of sidewalks was done during the
past year on North School Street to the end of the street where
it intersects with North Street. Ellison Street was also re-
paved as this street was in deplorable condition and needed
much work. The Upper Main Street project was delayed
until this coming year until the State could furnish the town
with the necessary specifications. It is anticipated that this
sidewalk construction will be completed during the year.
The Board of Selectmen attended several meetings through-
out the year which were held in the State and which dealt
with some of the pressing problems of municipalities such
as sewerage, water pollution and tax appraisal. It is felt
that the Board has gained valuable knowledge from attendance
at these meetings.
The Board of Selectmen for the Town of Jaffrey meets
every Tuesday evening in the Jaffrey Town Office to meet
with any citizen who wishes to discuss any problem that he
might have.
Several afternoon sessions were also held by the Selectmen
to take care of some of the problems that could not be dis-
cussed during the evening sessions.
We wish to extend our appreciation to the citizens of Jaffrey
for the cooperation given us in the fulfillment of our duties
as your duly elected Board of Selectmen and hope that we





Selectmen, Town of Jaffrey
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TO: The Inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, County of Cheshire, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Conant High School Auditorium in Jaffrey Village in
said Town of Jaffrey on Tuesday, the Fourteenth day of March next, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon (polls to remain open until six o'clock in the afternoon) to act upon the follovong
subjects:
1. To choose a Town Clerk, Selectman for three years. Tax Collector, Highway Agent,
Town Treasurer, Overseer of Public Welfare, Chief Engineer of Fire Department, Water
Commissioner for three years, Humiston Park Commissioner for three years, and all other
Town and School District Officers.
2. To hear all reports except that of the Budget Committee.
3. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and to raise and appropriate such sums
of money as maybe required for the support of the Poor, building and repairing of highways
and bridges, fire and police departments. Memorial Day, street and building lighting and all
other Town Charges.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money not to exceed
$3,000.00 for the purpose of acquiring through purchase, a piece of land adjoining the Fire
Station located on River Street, said piece of land being part of the premises owned by H.
Stanley Wilson, or act in any way relating thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to draw up an ordinance
which will require all owners of unspayed female dogs to cause such unspayed female dogs
to be restrained from running at large while they are in season; said ordinance to carry a
penalty of $5.00 to be assessed for any violation if first warning restraint is ignored, or act
in any way relating thereto. (By Petition).
7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend from the Highway
Department Equipment Capital Reserve Fund a sum of money not to exceed $10,000.00 for
the purchase of a street sweeper for highway department use, or act in any way relating
thereto.
8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to expend from the Police
Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund a sum of money not to exceed $1,725.00 for the purpose of
trading the present police cruiser for a 1967 Plymouth Police Cruiser.
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint a committee of
five, to be headed by Alice E. E. Lehtinen, as Chairman, to be charged with the publication
of a supplement to the Jaffrey Town History, beginning where the previous history ended and
bring it up to the present, and to raise and appropriate a sum of money not to exceed $5,000.00
for that purpose, or act in any way relating thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000,00, provided
that a grant is obtained from the Farmers Home Administration of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture of $6,000.00 for the construction of two (2) sewer lines to serve Cheshire Village;
total cost of this construction to be $12,000.00.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a contract or
contracts for the construction of an intercepting sewer from North Street to Sawtellp Road,
and additional oxidation pond with chlorination facilities for a sum not b exceed $280,000.00;
20% of which, or $56,000.00 is to be paid for by the Town, and 80% of which, or $224,000.00
is to be paid by contributions from the Federal and State Governments, and to rafse and
appropriate the sum of $280,000.00 by the issuance of serial notes and bonds upon the credit
of the Town for the payment of the Town's Share of said contract in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Municipal Finance Act Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 33 of the Laws of
the State of New Hampshire, and to authorize the Selectmen to accept all grants and aid from
Federal, State and other sources for the completion thereof, and to authorize the Selectmen
to determine the rate of interest and the term and method of payment therefor, and a report
of expenditures shall be rendered annually.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply to H„U.D. for a
loan of $26,700.00, free of interest to prepare construction drawings and specifications for
the intercepting sewer from North Street to Sawtelle Road, a seven (7) acre oxidation pond
(sewerage lagoon) and required chlorination facilities.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for sur-
veys, plans and descriptions of easements as required for the sewerage construction as
outlined in Article 11.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the additional sum of $2,000.00
for the purpose of improving the commons on Main Street where the War Memorials are
located, or take any other action relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300.00 for the
purpose of continuing improvements to the Fitzgerald Ski Hill Area; said improvements
to be done subject to the approval of the Jaffrey School Board.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for the
purpose of continuing work on the Tax Map of the Town of Jaffrey, or act in any way relating
thereto.
17. To see if the Town of Jaffrey will vote to authorize the Selectmen of said Town of
Jaffrey to execute a deed to the School District of the Town of Jaffrey conveying the tov^n's
interest in a thirty acre tract of land known as the "Childrens Woods", being the premises
described in deed of Charles H. Plumer to Albert Annett and Agnes A. Annett dated February
25, 1932 and recorded in the Cheshire Registry of Deeds Volume 452, Page 207; said land to
be held by said School District for the same uses and subject to the same conditions as set
forth in the will of Albert Annett.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to approve or disapprove
requests for new street lights or changes in street lighting; the Selectmen will determine
their actions from specifications as supplied by the Jaffrey Planning Board. All such re-
quests are to be submitted to the Board of Selectmen in writing.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $450.00 for the
purpose of installing and defraying any charges for new street lights or changes in existing
street lights as the Board of Selectmen of said Town of Jaffrey may deem necessary.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 as a wo
budget for the Jaffrey Planning Board to cover operating expenses that may be incurr
said Planning Board.
21. To take up any other business that may be properly brought before the met
22. Shall the provisions of Chapter 287 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annot
relating to games of Beano be accepted in this Town?
Given under our hands and the Seal of the Town of Jaffrey this 25th day of February





BUDGET Of The TOWN Of JAFFREY
SOURCES OF REVENUE
FROM STATE:
Interest and Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Reimb. a/c State and Federal forest lands
Reimb. a/c Water Pollution Proj.
FROM LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Fines and Forfeits, Municipal Court
Income from Trust Funds




Water Dept. WeU Bonds & Int.
Gar. Bonds, (25% & Int. ) (WaterWorks)
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Withdrawal, Fire Dept. Equip. Cap. Res. Fund.
U. S. Sewer Grant Allocation
FROM LOCAL TAXES OTHER THAN PROPERTY TAXES;
Poll Taxes - Regidar lo) $2
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES







$49,350.00 $55, 225. 11 $53, 000. 00
250. 00 244. 16 250. 00
2, 400. 00 2,760.10 2, 700. 00
90.00 107.03 100. 00
7, 358. 00 7,358.00 10, 639. 00
750. 00 798. 50 750.00
400. 00 321.70 350. 00
4. 200. 00 4,713.38 4, 200. 00
3,850.00 4,393.05 3, 900. 00
3,000.00 3,652.47 3,000.00
15.00 — —
425,00 750. 75 700.00
40.00 49.50 45.00
7,210.00 7,210.00 7. 040. 00
2, 500. 00 2, 500. 00 2, 500. 00




2, 750. 00 2, 702. 00 2, 750. 00
679. 50 1,913.50 1,500.00
500. 00 107.25 100.00
$113, 267. 50 $144,732.46 $123,542.00
$465,585.15
$589, 127.15
* Total estimated "Revenues from All sources except Property Taxes" deducted from Total





Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal and District Court Expenses
Expenses Town Hall and Other Town Bldgs.





























PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
Police Department 21,800.00 22,175.81 23,000.00
Fire Department 7,215.00 6,820.85 7,800.00
Insurance & Town Officers Bonds 5,100.00 6,733.46 6,500.00
Tree Work 700. 00 682. 59 700. 00
Blue Cross - Blue Shield 600. 00 618. 53 600. 00
Damages and Legal Expenses 1,500.00 915.25 1,000.00









Health Department, Including Hospitals
Vital Statistics
Town Dump and Garbage Removal
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES:
Tarring
Town Maintenance - Summer
Town Maintenance - Winter
Street Lighting & Telephone











Town of Rindge Taxes
Municipally Owned Water Utilities
Cemeteries
Airports Maintenance
Advertising and Regional Assc. Mon. Region
INTEREST:
On Temporary Loans




PAYMENTS ON PRINCIPAL OF DEBT:
Bonds
Higliway Fund, Capital Reserve Fund
Fire Equipment, Capital Reserve Fund






3, SOD. 00 3,613. 18
19,550.00 19,836.41
12,800.00 13,921.58
22, 500. 00 25, 665. 31
13, 150.00 14,814. 12
1,200.00 1,421.45
1,279.40 1,279.40
3, 600. 00 4,011.12
























































1 , 000. 00
1,025.46





















Town Officers Salaries $10,000.00
Town Officers Expenses 7,250.00
Election & Registration Expenses 300.00
District Court Expenses 2,500.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings 3,000.00
Employees Retirement & Social Security 5,900.00
Police Department 23,000.00
Fire Department, incl. Red Network 7.800.00
Insurance & Town Officers Bonds 6,500.00
Tree Work 700.00









Street Lights & Telephone 15,000.00
General Highway Expenses 1,200.00














Long Term Notes and Bonds
Town Construction
Sidewalk Construction
Payment on Sewer Bonds
" ' Highway Garage Bonds










Payment to Capital Reserve Funds:







3TAL BUDGET FOR 1967 $589,127,15





Town of Jaffrey Budget Committee
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
1966 Budget Receipts and Expenditures
Carried 1966 Receipts Expended Balance
Department froin Appropri- and Total during Unex- Over-
1965 ations Reimburse Amount 1966 pended drawn
Town Officers Salaries 8350.00 8350. 00 9820. 50 1470. 50
Town Officers Expenses 6500. 00 1234. 85 77j4. 85 8089. 62 354. 77
Election & Registration Expenses 900. 00 — 900. 00 772. 43 127.57 —
District Court — 4713.18 4713. 18 2322.00 239L 18
Retirement & Social Security 5900. 00 959. 60 6859. 60 5559. 25 1300.35 —
Town Buildings 3500. 00 -- 3500. 00 2888. 62 611.38 __
Police Department 21800.00 57.50 21857.50 22175.81 318.31
Fire Dept. Incl. Red Network 7215.00 25.52 7240. 52 6820. 85 419.67
Insurance & Town Officers 5100.00 548. 00 5648. 00 6733.46 1085.46
Tree Work 700. 00 700. 00 682. 90 17.10 __
Damages & Legal Expenses 1500.00 -- 1500.00 915.25 584. 75
Blue Cross G Blue Shield 600. 00 312.00 912.00 618.53 293.47
Health Department 1000.00 -_ 1000. 00 500. 00 500. 00 _-
Vital Statistics 125.00 — 125.00 142.00 — 17.00
Town Dump 3500. 00 3500. 00 3613. 18 113.18




Summer Account 12800.00) 3652.47 (58502.47) 13921.58 ~ (920.83)
Winter Account 22500. 00) -- ( ) 25665.31 (
Lights & Telephone 13150.00 438. 96 13588.96 14814.12 1225.16
General Highway Expenses 1200.00 1200.00 1421.45 221.45
Town Road Aid Construction 1279.40 — 1279.40 1279.40 — _-
Library 3600. 00 299. 35 3899. 35 4011.12 111.77
Welfare Account 8000. 00 339. 73 8339. 73 13550.00 5210.27
Memorial Day Committee 400, 00 — 400. 00 400. 00 —
Humiston Field 1500.00 1500.00 1696. 13 -. 196.13
Beach Account 1600.00 750. 75 2350.75 2012.13 338.62
Water Utilities 150.00 150.00 193.50 .- 43.50
Cemetery Department 1500.00 4163.96 5663.96 5563. 53 100. 43
Airpark Maintenance 1000. 00 1000.00 1000.00 —
Moiiadnock Region Association 1025.46 1025.46 1025.46 __ __
Town of Rindge, K.H. Taxes 1350.00 __ 1350.00 1249.50 100. 50 __
Interest - Temporary Loans 1000. 00 — 1000. 00 1734.34 _- 734. 34
Interest - Bonds 9383.00 207. 39 9590. 39 7918.56 1671.83 __
Town Construction 3500. 00 __ 3500. 00 3446. 01 53.99 _-
Sidewalk Construction 2500. 00 3500. 00 — 6000. 00 6106.94 106.94
Sewer F.onds - Issue #1 10000. 00 __ 10000. 00 10000. 00
Sewer Bonds - Issue #2 5000. 00 -- 5000. 00 5000. 00 —
Garage Bonds 7500. 00 2500. 00 10000.00 10000.00 — —
Gravel Well Bonds 5000. 00 5000. 00 5000. 00 — —
Cap. Res. Fund - Highway Equipt. 5000. 00 — 5000. 00 5000. 00 — —
Cap. Res. Fund - Fire Dept. 1500.00 — 1500.00 1500.00 — —
Cap. Res. Fund- Police Cruiser 1000. 00 — 1000.00 1000. 00 — —
Civil Defense 775. 00 174.58 949. 58 443. 59 505. 99 —
County Tax 35000. 00 — 35000. 00 28816.76 6183.24 —
Tax Map 1281.72 „_ -. 1281.72 905. 72 376. 00 —
Tax Reappraisal 9677.90 — 9677.90 9833.71 — 155.81
State Aid Reconst. Route #137 7000. 00 — 7000. 00 7000. 00 -- *"










In hands of treasurer
Sewer Maint. Fund, Sav. Acct. #17260
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS: (R.S.A., Chap.
Highway Dept. Equip. Fund
Fire Dept.







ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN:
Due from State:
Porcupine Bounties
Other bills due Town:
Airpark Const., A/C, Reimbs. after
close of books
Airpark Const. A/C, Balance due
Water Works Prin. & Int. due on Well Bonds
Sewer Fund - Burrington Street Sewer









State Head Taxes - Levy of 1966
Sia'e Head Taxes - Previous Years
TOTAL ASSET
Excess of Liabilities over assets (Net Debt)
GRAND TOTAL 510,961.76
Net Debt - December 31, 1965 42.491.73
Net Debt - December 31,1966 63,933.15
Increase of Debt 21,441.42
LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
Bills outstanding-




Upper Main St., SW 2,905.75
Town Common 1,500.00
Route #137 - 7,000.00
Route #124 - 5.000.00
DUE TO STATE:
State Head Taxes - 1966
rUncollected $1990.)
(Collected - not remitted to State Treas. $-0-)
Yield Tax - Bond & Debt Retirement
Uncollected $85.02




DUE TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS:
Balance of School Tax
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:
Offsets similar Asset account
181.598.63
16.989.75
LONG TERM NOTES OUTSTANDING:
Garage Bonds, 2.75% - 4 year note
BONDS OUTSTANDING:
Sewer Bonds - Issue #1



























*This is payable by the Jaffrey Water Works at the
rate of $5000.00 annually plus interest,
RECEIPTS
CURRENT REVENUE:
From Local Taxes: Collected and remitted
to Treasurer
Property Taxes - 1966
Poll Taxes - 1966
National Bank Stock Taxes - 1966
Yield Taxes - 1966
State Head Taxes @$5 - 1966
Total Current Year's Taxes collected
and remitted
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes -
Previous Years
Poll Taxes - Previous Year
State Head Taxes @$5 - Previous Years
Interest received on Taxes
Penalties on State Head Taxes
Tax sales redeemed
FROM STATE:
For Highways and Bridges:
For State Aid Construction
Interest and dividends tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax and Building and Loan
Association Tax
Reimbs. a/c State and Federal forest lands
Reimbs. a/c Flood Control Land and Water
Pollution Aid
Reimbs. Head Tax Expenses
1/2 Cost of Fire Meetings
Reimbs. a/c Motor Vehicle Road Toll
Reimbs. a/c Old Age Assistance
Bounties
Civil Defense
Annett State Park Rubbish Removal
FROM LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Fines and forfeits, municipal court
Income from trust funds
Income from departments - Highway
Motor vehicle permits: 1965 -$335.06'
1966-$29,665,75
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE RECEIPTS



































RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds





Aeronautical Fund - Reimbursements
Soc, Sec. - Library
Jaffrey Water Works, SS, BC, Ret., Etc.
Garage Bond & Int.
Jaffrey School District -1965 Garage Rental
-1966
Sale of Town Histories
Fire Dept. Recharge Fire Extinguisher
Parking Receipts at Beach
R. H. Donovan, VMD, Rabies Clinic Receipts
Amos Fortune Fund - 1965 Reimbursement
Group Insurance Reimbursements
C.W.Bacon, CD Reimbursements




TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT
REVENUE
































Town officer's salaries 9,820,50
Town officer's expenses 8,089.62
Election and registration expenses 772.43
Municipal and District Court expenses 2,322.00
Expenses town hall and other town buildings 2,888.62
Reappraisal of Property 9,833.71
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
Police Department 22,175.81
Fire department including forest fires &
Red Network 11,042.80




Health department, including hospitals 500.00
Vital statistics 142.00
Town dumps and garbage removal 3,613.18
Tree Work 682.90
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES:
Town Road Aid 1,279.40
Tarring 19,836.41
Town Maintenance - Summer $13,921.58
Winter $25,665.31 59,423.30
Street lighting & telephone 14,814.12















































Damages and legal expenses
Monadnock Reg. Assn.
Taxes bought by town
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
Employees' Retirement and Social Security
TOTAL CURRENT MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
INTEREST:
Paid on temporary loans in anticipation oftaxes
Paid on bonded debt
TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENTS
OUTLAY FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT
AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS:
Highways and Bridges - State Aid Construction
Painting Streets 159.63
Route #137 9,345.74
Highways and Bridges - Town Construction 3,446.01
Sidewalk construction 6,106.94
Sewer construction 10,098.55
TOTAL OUTLAY PAYMENTS 29,156.87
INDEBTEDNESS:
Payments on temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes 160,000.00
Payments oh bonded debt 30,000.00
Hwy, Dept, Equipment Fund 5,000.00
Fire Dept. Equipment Fund 1,500.00
Police Cruiser 1,000.00
TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS PAYMENTS 197,500.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS:
Town of Rindge, N. H. Taxes 1,249.50
State Head Taxes paid State Treas.
1966 Tax $5,284.50
Prior Yrs. $2,140.50 7,425.00
Payments to State a/c Yield Tax Debt Retirement 17.88
Taxes paid to County 28,816.76
Conant Indigent Fund 905.91
Amos Fortune Fund 27.00
Payments to School Districts
1965 Tax $156,109.64
1966 Tax $145,000.00 301,121.34
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DIVISIONS 339,563.39
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES 771,825.39





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION:
Town Hall, Land and Buildings 98,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 4,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 112,250,00
Furniture and Equipment 40,000.00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 5,000„00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 49,350.00
Equipment 8,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 44,400.00
Equipment 30,500.00
Materials and Supplies 4,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds & Equipment 55,200.00
Water Supply, if owned by Town 459,238.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 866,500.00
Equipment 50,000,00
All Lands and Buildings acquired through Tax
Collector's deeds
Fire Alarm System 14,000.00
Old Meeting House & Common 69,600.00
" " " Equipment 1,000.00
Town Clock Tower & Clock 6.000,00
Cemeteries 38,650.00
Sewerage System 475,000.00
Land-Upper Main St. 630.00
TOTAL 2,431,318.0C
PROPERTY EXEMPTED FROM TAXATION
TOWN OF JAFFREY:
All School, Highway, Fire Dept., Water Works
and other municipal property L&B
ST. PATRICK'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH:
St. Patrick's Cemetery L&B
Church & Rectory L&B
Parochial School and Convent L&B
JAFFREY WOMENS CLUB:
Cutler Memorial Hall L&B
JOHN HUMISTON POST #11:




Common, Jaffrey Center L
Blacksmith Shop Lot, Jaffrey Center L
Melville Academy, Jaffrey Center L&B
JAFFREY HISTORICAL SOCIETY:
Old Red Schoolhouse, Jaffrey Center B
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH OF JAFFREY:
Church & Parsonage, Jaffrey Center L&E
UNITED CHURCH OF JAFFREY:
Church & Parsonage L&B
Parish House & Common L&B
MISTICK SIDE COUNCIL OF GIRL SCOUTS:
Camp Sherwood Forest L&B




QUEEN OF PEACE MISSION SEMINARY, INC.:
Seminary, Chapel & Other Buildings L&B
MONADNOCK CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE CENTER:
Former "Ark" property L&B
JAFFREY CIVIC CENTER:




STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
HIGHWAY GARAGE BONDS























* Jaffrey Water Works pays 25% of the Principal and Interest payments.
These bonds are payable at the Monadnock National Bank, Jaffrey, N. H., with interest




Original Issue - $65,000.00
Date of Maturity Balance Annual Annual Total
Due Principal Interest Annual
Payment Payment Payment
Dec. 1, 1967 60,000.00 5,000.00 2,040,00 . *7,040.00
Dec. 1 1968 55,000.00 5,000.00 1,870.00 *6,870.00
Dec. 1 1969 50,000.00 5,000.00 1,700.00 *6,700.00
Dec. 1 1970 45,000.00 5,000.00 1,530.00 *6,530.00
Dec. 1 1971 40,000.00 5,000.00 1,360.00 *6,360.00
Dec. 1 1972 35,000.00 5,000,00 1,190.00 *6,190.00
Dec. 1 1973 30,000.00 5,000.00 1,020.00 *6,020.00
Dec. 1 1974 25,000.00 5,000,00 850.00 *5,850.00
Dec. 1 1975 20,000.00 5,000.00 680,00 *5,680.00
Dec. 1 1976 15,000.00 5,000.00 510.00 *5,510,00
Dec. 1 1977 10,000.00 5,000.00 340.00 *5,340.00
Dec. 1 1978 5,000,00 5,000.00 170,00 *5,170.00
60.000.00 13,260.00 *7 3.260.00
* These payments are made by the Town of Jaffrey, but the cost is reimbursed to the
Town by the Jaffrey Water Works.
These bonds are payable at the New England Merchants National Bank, Boston, Mass.,




SEWER BONDS - ISSUE #1
Original Issue - $193,000.00































113000.00 10000.00 2808.00 12808.00
103000.00 10000,00 2548.00 12548.00
93000,00 10000.00 2288.00 12288.00
83000,00 10000.00 2028.00 12028.00
73000.00 10000.00 1768.00 11768.00
63000.00 10000.00 1508.00 11508.00
53000.00 10000.00 1248.00 11248.00
43000.00 10000.00 988.00 10988.00
33000.00 10000.00 728.00 10728.00
23000.00 10000.00 468.00 10468.00
13000.00 10000.00 208.00 10208.00
3000.00 3000.00 39.00 3039.00
113000.00 16627.00 129627.00
These bonds are payable at the First National Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass., with in-

























Balance Total Annual Total
Due Annual Interest Annual
Payment Payment Payment
100,000.00 5,000.00 3,200.00 8,200.00
95,000.00 5,000.00 3,040.00 8,040.00
90,000.00 5.000.00 2.880.00 7,880.00
85,000,00 5,000.00 2,720.00 7,720.00
80,000.00 5,000.00 2,560.00 7,560.00
75,000.00 5,000.00 2,400.00 7,400.00
70,000.00 5,000.00 2,240.00 7,240.00
65,000.00 5,000.00 2.080.00 7,080.00
60,000.00 5,000.00 1,920.00 6,920.00
55,000.00 5,000.00 1,760.00 6,760.00
50,000.00 5,000.00 1,600.00 6,600.00
45,000.00 5,000.00 1,440.00 6,440.00
40,000.00 5,000.00 1,280.00 6,280.00
35,000.00 5,000.00 1,120.00 6,120.00
30,000.00 5,000.00 960.00 5,960.00
25,000.00 5,000.00 800.00 5,800.00
20,000.00 5,000.00 640.00 5,640,00
15,000.00 5,000.00 480.00 5,480.00
10,000,00 5,000.00 320.00 5,320.00
5,000.00 5,000.00 160.00 5,160.00
105.000.00 36.968.00 141.968.00
These bonds are payable at the New England Merchants National Bank, Boston, Mass.,
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS FOR 1966
Unredeemed Taxes
Tax Sale of - 1966 1965 1964 1963
Jan. 1, 1966
Taxes Sold to Town
During Year $453.58
$1,633.54 $1,068,64 $234.77
Interest & Cost 4.31 90.52 144,09 48.00

















$457.89 $1,724.06 $1,212.73 $282.77
UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES OF-
Austerman, George S. &
Eleanor S.
Brown, Bruce & Muriel

























UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES LEVY OF 1966
Albert, Stephen
Ascani, Duvglio A. & Elizabeth A.
Austerman, George S. & Eleanor S.





Bernstein, Edwin G. & Jennie R.
Bernstein, Vera V.
Bosley, Eva E.
Bosley, Herbert A. & Daisy B.
Bosworth, Frank M. Jr. & Avalon A.
Boulerisse, Norman & Sandra
Bryant, Wallace Heirs of
Buckwold, Henry C.
Butler, Donald J. & Mary
Butler, Frederick J.
Butler, F. James
"aldwell, Bernard C. Heirs of
Camire, Honare
Coleman, William L. & Mildred B.
Coll, Archie L.
Coil's Poultry Farm Inc.
Davis, Charles W. & Elizabeth A.
Davis, Mary Brown
42.46 DeCelle, Charles K. & Joanne
45. 299.64 Dedo, Mario R. & Ruth E.
112.64 Deschenes, Albert N.
94.86 Desehenes, P. Edward & Mary S.
135.96 DesmaraiSf Edward D.
70.84 Desrosiers, Roland & Rachel
15. 171.38 Donnelly, Patricia A.
15. 326.48 Donovan, Richard H. & Betty J.
1,561.34 Duval, Roderick J. & Phyllis M.
314.16 Dykstra, Richard E. & Shirley A.
29.76 Ellis, Vernon C.
177.64 Emerson, Margaret R.
255.64 Emery, Alice M.
38.26 Forcier, Albert A. & Rita J.
144.76 Forcier, Homer J. & Frances J.
143.76 Fuller, Olive M.
30. 299.20 Gagnon, Joseph & Josephine
474.54 Garfield, J. Steven & Constance R
340.12 Girouard. Joseph
363.10 Given, Aylmer H. Jr. G Mary T.
3.30 Gobeil, Rita M.
480.92 Gordon, George W. & Sharon B.
803.00 Gravel, Henry H. Jr. & Maureen
30.80 Grenier, Gerard & Roselyn



































Gustie, Frank E. & IsabeUe M.
Hamlin, Charles R.
HarliDg, Avis
Hartwell, Freddie A. & Carol A.
HartweU, Richard R. & Lois B.
Hollingsworth, Schuyler
Hopkins, John S. & Eva A,
Horton, Harold L & Jayne B.
Jackson, Helen G, Heirs of
John Humiston Post #11
Kelley, David ft,
Koski, Bruno C.
LaFortune, Norman V. & Virginia M.
Lambert, Robert Fo & Victoria L.
Lang, Ctorles F.
Leon, Paul M. & Annette E.
Letourneau, Maurice R.
Letourneau, Norman P. & Mary Lou H.
Letourneau, Raymond F. & Marjorie O.
Libby, Owen H. Jr. & Ruth E.
Mahoney, Daniel J. & Dolores F.
Martin, Peter P.
Martin, Roger W. & Dorothy E.
McFadden, Richard H. & Barbara J.
Monadnock Ledger Inc.
Moore, John H. & Arlene A.
Moore, Rena M. & Elinor M.
Murray, Robert D.
Noble, Charles J. Jr.
Ojala, Robert W. & Mary E.
Ouellette, Adrien D. & Alice F.
Paradise, Alfred B, & Margaret E.
Patterson, Carl R. & Diane E.
Pelkey, Albany & Lena R.
Pelletier, Leona Y.
Poirier, Jean M, & Lorraine
Porter, Leonard C. & Shirley I,
Quinn, Howard P. & Helen V.
Record, Lewis S. Jr. & Ann M.









































Rich, Robert 0. & Theresa M, 15.
Rust, Fred W. Jr. 420.42
Sasner, Edward & Bertha E. 256.08
Saville, Rennie & Isabell M.A. 328,46
Sawtelle, Arthur F. & Ellen L. 42.70
Sawtelle, Homer J. 133.76
Sirois, Nelson W. & Edna M. 11.22
Sirois, Walter G. & Alice L. 422.84
Sirois, Walter G., Alice L. & Harry G. 45.
Smith, Russell T, 353.32
Smith, William P. 378.18
Stratton, G. Francis 550,00
Strong, Charles P. 10.56






Walker, Robert A, & Mary 76.12
Ward, Leslie G. & Rosella 75.68
White, Bradford, R, & Hazel W, 112,42
White, George A.
White, Gordon R. & Elizabeth A.J,
143.88
15. 138.82
Whitney, Harry S. Jr. & Marion G,
Whitney, Herbert J. Jr. & Frances
4.40
340,34
Whitney, Herbert J. Jr.
Wilson, John B. & Donald Colby








Butler Gil Co. 29.70
Coll, Archie L. 13,20
Desrosiers Auto Sales 22.00
Jaffrey Woodworking Inc.
Korpi, Robert & Leonard
77.00
55.00





Butler Oil Co. 40.92
Humble Oil Co. 35.64
UNPAID HEAD AND POLL TAXES-LEVY OF 1966
A -
Amenta, Emanuel 7.00
Anderson, David A. 7.00
Anderson, Delores A. 7.00
Arney, Merlin W. 7.00
Arney, Annette C. 7.00
Ascani, Duvglio A. 5.00
Ascani, Elizabeth A, 7.00
Ascani, Severino E. 5,00
Ascani, Romolo G. 5.00
Avard, Willie S, 7.00
-B-
Bacon, Robert H, 7.00





Baird, Barbara M. 7.00
Ball, Justin L. 7.00
Ball, Lily F, 7.00
Ball, Richard A. 7.00
Bible, Howard M, m 7,00
Blais, Wilfred L, 7.00
Bosley, Alton M, 7.00
Bosley, Herbert A. 5.00
Boudrieau, Thomas A. Jr. 5.00
Boudrieau, Virginia 7.00
Briggs, Eldon W. 7.00




Brunnell, Jayne C. 7.00
Bumford, Bruce 7.00
Butler, Frederick J. Sr. 7.00
Butler, Exilda L. 7.00



















Campobasso, Rafella A. 7.00 - D
Carter, Janis A. 7,00
Chamberlain, Edward A, 7,00 Davis, John E.
Charlonne, Gerald A, 7.00 Davis, Mrs. John E
Charlonne, Elizabeth N, 7.00 Davis, Yvette C.
Clapp, Frank D, 5.00 Day, Richard N.
Clapp, Shirley 7.00 Day, Doris A.




























































































































































Hartwell, Freddie A. C.
Hartwell, Carol M,




























































7.00 Maack, Harry A. 7.00
Maack, Audrey 7.00
Mahoney, Daniel 7.00
Mahoney, Doloris F. 7.00
7.00 Maki, Alan J. 7.00
5.00 Martin, Henry A. 5.00
7.00 Martin, Hazel 7.00
7.00 Martin, Peter P. 7.00
7.00 Martin, Lucienne 7.00
7.00 Martin, Roger M. 5.00
7.00 Martin, Dorothy 7.00
7.00 Matthews, Paul R. 5.00
7.00 Matthews, Myrtle 7.00
7.00 Matthews, Ray E. 5.00
7.00 Matthews, S. Oralea 7,00
7.00 McCabe, Charles J. Jr. 5.00
7.00 McCabe, Joan T. 7.00
McFadden, Richard H. 5.00
McFadden, Barbara J. 7.00
Miller, Albert C. Jr. 7.00
Miller, Anita S. 7,00
5.00 Monahan, Michael 7.00
7.00 Monahan, Mrs. Michael 7.00
5.00 Moore, John H. 7.00
7.00 Moore, Arlene A. 7.00
7.00 Moore, Elinor M. 7.00
7.00 Murray, Robert D. 5.00
7.00
7.00











7.00 O'Brien, Leonard A. 7.00
7.00 Ojala, Robert W, 7.00
5.00 Ojala, Mary Elizabeth 7.00
7.00 Olive, Anthony 5.00
5.00 Olivo, Nancy 7.00
7.00 O'Neil, David B. 5.00
7.00 0*Neil, Estelle S. 7.00
7.00 Ouellette, Adrien D. 5.00
7.00 Ouellette, Alice M. 7.00




7.00 Paradise, Alfred R. 7.00
7.00 Paradise, Margaret A. 7.00
7.00 Paradise, Arthur G. 5.00
7,00 Paradise, Louise A. 7.00
7.00 Patterson, Carl R. 5.00
7.00 Patterson, Diane E. 7.00
7.00 Pelkey, Albany 7.00
7.00 Pelkey, Lena 7.00
7.00 Pelletier, Andrew III 7.00
7.00 Pelletier. Andrew J. Jr. 7.00
7.00 Pelletier, Marion C. 7.00
5.00 Pelton, Donald Sr. 7.00
7.00 Pelton, Barbara 7.00
5.00 Pelton, Donald J. Jr. 7.00
7.00 Pelton, Elaine C. 7.00
7.00 Pelton, Roy J. 7.00
7.00 Perry, Alvin 7.00
7.00 Perry, Arlene 7.00
23
Pico, Thomas W. 5.00 Saville, Linda A, 7.00 Taylor, Ronald L. v.uo
Pico, Anne K. 7.00 SaviUe, Rennie 5.00 Taylor, Gloria J. 7.00
Porter, Leonard 5.00 Saville, Isabelle, M. 7.00 Taylor, Rosa G. 5.00
Porter, Shirley 7.00 Scanlon, Thomas 5.00 Tewell, Roy A. 7,00
Powers, Catherine F. 7.00 Scanlon, Bertha 7.00 Tewell, Daisy J. 7.00
Powers, Henry C. 7.00 Scribner, Ernest R. 5.00 Tucker, Arnold W. 5.00
Seribner, Lorraine R. 7.00 Tucker, Pauline 7.00




Tyler, Mary Ellen 7.00









































Rich, Theresa M. 7.00
Smith, Joanne
o _ ? n. urin * T^














Soucia, Catherme M. 7.00 Wallace, Clarisse J. 7.00
Rivera, Antonio 7.00
Speeney, Dominic 7.00 Ward, Leslie G. 7.00
Rivera, Mrs. Antonio 7.00 Speeney, Elizabeth 7.00 Ward, Mary 7.00
Rodier, Robert 7.00
Stockdale, Patricia A. 7.00 Weichel, William E. 5.00
Rodier, Joanne 7.00
Sullivan, Sheridan 7.00 Weichel, Bertha 7.00
Rollins, Arthur G. 5.00
Sullivan, Rose 7.00 Weston, Forrest E. 7.00









Sweeney, Laurence G. 7,00 White, Gordon R. 5.00
5 Sweeney, Norman J. 7.00 White, Elizabeth A, J. 7.00
Sweeney, Patricia A. 7.00 Whitney, Harry S. Jr 7"00
Symonowicz, Michael J. 5.00 Whitney, Marion G, 7.00
Salisbury, Harry 5.00 Symonowicz, Lillian B. 7.00 Whitney, Herbert J. Sr. 7.00
Salisbury, Nancy 7.00 Symonowicz, Michael J. Jr. 7.00 Whitney, Anita M. 7.00
Sangermano, William N. 5.00 Wooster, Wallace B. 5.00
Sangermano, Mildred 7.00 -T- Wooster, Blanche D. 7.00
Sangermano, Minnie 7.00 Wright, Walter L. 7.00
Sasner, Edward 5.00 Wright, Chester C. 7.00
Sasner, Bertha 7.00 Tappley, Doaldson 7.00 -Y-Sasner, Carolyn 7.00 Tappley, Janet R. 7.00
Sauer, Miroslav Jr. 7,00 Taylor, Edward J. 7.00 Young, Russell E. 5.00
7,00
SaviUe, Bertie 7.00 Taylor, Shirley 7.00 Young, Merrilyn B.
UNPAID HEAD AND POLL TAXES FROM PREVIOUS YEARS
1965 Pelton, Elaine C. 7,00 Pelkey, Annie 7.00
Powers, Catherine F. 7.00 Pelkey, Oris P. 7.00
Bible, Laverne 7.00 Scribner, Ernest R. 5.00 Pelletier, Andrew Jr. 7.00
Brown, Sarah M. 7.00 Scribner, Lorraine R. 7.00 Pelton, Barbara 7.00
Campobasso, Rafella 7.00 Shackett, Richard H. 7.00 Pelton, Donald J. Sr. 7,00
Connors, Robert E. 7.00 Shackett, Evelyn L 7.00 Pelton, Elaine 7.00
Connors, Margaret J. 7.00 Silver, Philip 7.00 Powers, Catherine F. 7.00
Dodge, Elmer A. 7.00 Varville, Roger J. 5.00 Sullivan, Sheridan 7.00
Dodge, Helen E. 7.00 Sullivan, Rose 7.00
Dodge, Richard E. 7.00 1964 Varville, Roger J. 5.00
Dodge, Donna C. 7.00 Bible, Laverne 7.00
Donnelly, Yvonne C. 7.00 Briggs, Eldon W. 7.00 1963




Gagnon, Betty L 7.00 Dodge, Donna C. 5.00 7.00
Gobeil, Joseph Sr. 7.00 Dodge, Elmer A. 7.00 7.00
Greenwood, Charles L. 5.00 Dodge, Richard 6.63 Jalbert Paul 5.00
Grant, Bernard J. 7.00 Dodge, Helen E. 7.00 Lucier, Stephen H. 7.00
Jalbert, Paul 5,00 Donnelly, Yvonne 7.00 Pelton, Barbara 7.00
LaBarge, Reginold E. 7.00 Gagnon, Norman 7.00 Pelton, Donald Sr. 7,00
LaBarge, Philomena 7.00 Garand, Arthur 7.00 Powers, Catherine F. 7.00
Lambert, Catherine M. 7.00 Gauthier, Pauline E. 7.00 Varville, Roger J. 5,00
Lucier, Stephen H. 7.00 Gobeil, Joseph T. Sr. 7.00
Michaud, George M. 7.00 Hadley, Eva 7.00 1962
Pelletier, Andrew J. Jr« 7.00 Hartwell, Evelyn 7.00 Dodge, Elmer A. 7,00
Pelton, Donald J. Sr. 7.00 Jalbert, Paul 5.00 Dodge, Helen E. 7.00
Pelton, Barbara 7,00 Murray, Joyce C, 7.00 Ellis, Elizabeth 7.00
24
JaiDert, Paul 5.00 Dodge, Elmer A, 7,00 1960
Powers, Catherine F. 2.49 Dodge, Helen E. 6.59 Dodge, Elmer A.
1961
7.00









UNPAID TIMBER YIELD TAX LEVY of 1966
The Ark, Inc. 85.02




"I hereby certify that the above lists showing the name and
53.00 amount due from each delinquent taxpayer as of December
31, 1966, on account of the tax levies of 1960, 1961, 1962,




REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PLANNING BOARD
The following is a
activities for 1966-67.
brief resume of the Planning Board
PARKING AREA FACILITIES: The need and location of a
municipal parking area was a major topic during the past
year. After much discussion and investigation it was deter-
mined that the need for a municipal parking area was not as
urgent as suspected and did not warrant the expense of major
construction at this time. This decision was based on other
factors which will help solve the immediate parking needs.
This problem will be of prime importance in future Town
planning.
STREET LIGHTS: The subject of street lights, new and
changes to existing lights, is covered by an article in the
Town Warrant, The Planning Board is in the process of
drawing up minimum specifications for the Selectmen to use
as a guide in determining the need and type of future lights.
SIDEWALKS: Repairs to existing sidewalks and the need
for future sidewalks was discussed and a public hearing
held on February 8, 1967, so that all persons interested could
express their opinions. Recommendations for sidewalk
improvement and new sidewalks wiU be made to the Select-
men and Road Agent.
ROAD SPECIFICATIONS: A set of minimum road specifi-
cations have been drawn up and presented to the Selectmen
as a guide for use in determining the acceptability of a road
by the Town. These specifications apply to all future roads
which may be presented to the Town for acceptance.
SET-BACK LAW: Official interpretation of the existing
building permit regarding the set-back law was presented
to the Selectmen. Interpretation is that the 30' restriction
will be from the right of way and not the edge of the highway
pavement.
Areas the Planning Board will be pursuing this coming year
are: subdivision, existing" post office problems, relocation
of Route 202, and zoriing.
The year 19671ooks tobeabusy year for the Planning Board
and it is wished that all Jaffrey citizens feel free to express
their opinions and thoughts through any Board members or
the public hearings held throughout the year.








* Appointed to succeed Richard R. Bussiere
** Representative from the Board of Selectmen.
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TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
For the year ending December 31, 1966
RECEIPTS:
TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES:
Sewer Allocation Grant
TREASURER, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE:
1965 Porcupines Bounties reimbursed
1966
1966 Sewer Allocation Grant
Gas Toll Tax Refunded
Reimbursement Old Age Assistance
1966 Head Tax Expense reimbursed
1966 Interest & Dividends Tax
1966 Savings Bank Tax
Fire Meetings Cost - 1/2 costs
reimbursed
CivU Defense Reimbursement
Rubbish Removal - Annett State Park
Reimb. State Aid Reconstruction -
Route #137
Reimbs. Loss of Taxes on State
Owned Land
1964 Railroad Tax
TREASURER, COUNTY OF CHESHIRE:
Welfare Aid reimbursed
TOWN OF WINCHESTER, N.H.
Welfare Aid Reimbursed
RICHARD H. WILSON, HIGHWAY AGENT:
Receipts for Tar, Labor, Mats., etc.
ALBERT J. MORIN, TOWN CLERK:
1965 Auto Permits issued
1966 Auto Permits issued
1966 Building Permits issued
1966 Filing Fees
1966 Dog Licenses issued
Overdeposited
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:
Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund
Conant Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
Conant Cemetery Improvement Fund
Care of Library Lawn Fund
Shattuck Park Fund
Baptist Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund
Old Burying Ground Perpetual Care Fund
Cutter Cemetery Perpetual Care &
Tree Care Fund
Conant Indigent Fund
Old Meeting House Fund
CONANT CEMETERY TRUSTEES:
Interest & Dividends received
Eleanor Moore, Care of Lot
TOWN OF JAFFREY AERONAUTICAL FUND:




Balance of 1966 Court Receipts
JAFFREY POLICE DEPARTMiilNT:
18,100.00
1966 Bicycle Registrations 49.50
Telephone Calls 3.00
Special Police Work 8.00
28.00
53.25 RAYMOND J. DESMARAIS. TAX COLLECTOR
7,358.00 1966 Poll Taxes 2,276.00
1,139.95 1966 Property Taxes 432.248.34
50.00 1966 Head Taxes 7;310.00
47.85 1966 " " Penalties collected 32.50
55,225.11 1966 Interest collected 42.17
2,760.10 1966 Bank Stock Taxes 1,913.50
1966 Timber Yield Taxes 107.25
21.02
168.73 1965 PoU Taxes 426.00
19.00 1965 Property Taxes 30,982.49
1965 Interest 905.05
2,252.18 1965 Head Taxes 1,370,00
1965 " Penalties collected 137.00
107.03 1965 Tax Sale Redemptions 110.90
244.16 1965 Interest and Costs 4.31
1964 Poll Taxes 30.00
104.73 1964 Interest 2.26
1964 Head Taxes 90.00
1964 " Penalties collected 8.00
185.00 1964 Tax Sale Redemptions 1,442.26
1964 Interest & Costs 90.52
1963 Head Taxes 20.00
2,512.52 1963
" Penalties collected 1,50
1963 Poll Taxes 2,00
1963 Interest .34
335.06 1963 Tax Sale Redemptions 943,75
29,665.75 1963 Interest and costs 144.09
82.00
26.00 1962 Poll Taxes 2.00
799.50 1962 Interest .44
.80 1962 Head Taxes 10,00
1962 " Penalties collected 1.00
1962 Tax Sale Redemptions 234.77
1,825.15 1962 Interest and Costs 48,00
2,321.46
135.75 LAKE CONTOOCOOK:
89,35 Parking Receipts at beach 750,75
114.24
19.00 JAFFREY FIRE DEPARTMENT:






Blue Cross - Blue Shield 312.00
Retirement 34,32
Overalls 50.70
973.52 Garage Bonds (1/4 cost of bonds) 2,500,00
5,00 Interest on Garage (1/4 cost of Interest) 207,39
Insurance 548,00
732,82 JAFFREY SCHOOL DISTRICT:
1965 (Parage Rental 300.00
1966 Garage Rental 300.00
210.00
























Town of Winchendon, Mass.
Sold by Agent Direct
LICENSES ISSUED:
St, Patrick's Church, Beano Licenses
Caplan & Co., Junk Dealer license
Crocker Metal Co., "
Charles F. Lang "
John Peard, Auto Junkyard license
Lloyd C, Tenney "
Jaffrey Bowling Center, Bowling Alley license
" " " Billiard Table license
































LOANS IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES:
Monadnock National Bank 160,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS:
Amos Fortune Fund, Reimbursement 26.00
Evelyn H, Ruffle, Group Insurance 46.20
Charles W. Bacon, CD. Reimbursement 175.00
Civil Air Patrol, C.D. Reimbursement 5,85
Sale of Town Mj.ps 4,90
Travellers Insurance Co., Accident Settlement 106.05
N.H. Ball Bearings, Lease Agreement 1.00
Cournoyer Insurance Agency, Settlement for
glass breakage 4.47
R. H. Donovan, Receipts from Rabies Clinic 140.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 1966 782,253.92
RECAPITULATION OF TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS
CASH ON HAND, December 31, 1965
RECEIPTS
EXPENDITURES to December 31, 1966










Year ending December 31, 1966
BALANCE on Hand, December 31, 1965, . . . . „
RECEIPTS:
Sewer Rentals, Withdrawal from










Town of Jaffrey, N.H. 432.43
Sewer Entrance Fees Rec'd 1635.00
Sewer Rentals - 1965 755.00
Sewer Rentals - 1966 9230.80
EXPENDITURES:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent,, Payrolls:
Gilmore Pond Sewer 542.77
Burrington Street Sewer 1655.61
Old Peterborough
Road Sewer 6764.08
Cross Street Sewer 955.46
Sewer Maintenance 3582.53
John G. Heil 180.00
Crowley Associates, Old
Peterboro Rd. Sewer 6308.14
Visi-Flash Rentals 45.08
Camp, Dresser & McKee 333.81
Paul J. Kidder, Sewer
Rental abated 6.25
Ralph RXhamberlain,
Sewer Rental abated 6.25
Alfred L.Fontaine, Sewer
Rental abated 7.50
Internal Revenue Service 11.30
BALANCE on Hand, December 31, 1966
SEWER FUND -SAVINGS
For the year ending Dec. 31, 1966
This account is on deposit at the MONADNOCK SAVINGS
$4 145 92
^•'^'^^» Jeffrey, N. H., Savings Deposit Book No. 17260









Withdrawn for deposit to Sewer Fund Account 13,000.00





SEWER CONSTRUCTION AND GRAVITY
WELL CONSTRUCTION ACCT.
For the year ending Dec. 31, 1966
This account is with the N. E. Merchants National Bank,
Boston, Massachusetts.
BALANCE: On Hand, Dec. 31, 1965 (Sewer)



























Town Funds Expended - 1966
Cooperative Aid to To\vn - 1966














Currant and gooseberry bushes destroyed 1000
*The balance of $178.80 is credited to the town. This balance
will be spent in 1967. A final statement will be forthcoming
at the conclusion of the 1967 eradication season.
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Less Comms. 323 @.20ea. 64.60











1965 - 66 PERMITS ISSUED:
Nos. 279746 - 279800










1966 - 1967 PERMITS ISSUED:
Nos. 277301 - 279800
497901 - 498000
503526 - 503652




























Lester F, Hammond, 1-1-66 to 3-8-1966
James P„ Smith
Alfred J. Christian




Albert J, Morin, Salary
Albert J. Morin, Auto Permits
Albert J. Morin, Drawing Jurors
TAX COLLECTOR:
Raymond J. Desmarais, Commissions on taxes
collected
AUDITORS:
Theodore R. A- Lambert
Roger R. Smith
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE:
Albert J, Morin, Jan„ 1, 1966 to March 8, 1966
Arthur H. Rivard, March 8, 1966 to date
BUDGET COMMITTEE:
Albert J, Morin, Clerk
AGENT FOR TOWN CLOCK:
Elmer H, Eaves
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS:















Arthur H. Rivard, Dog Constable
Emily De Barrenne Dussier
Forbes Magazine
B & M Railroad
Coil's TV Service
Edson C. Eastman Co.
Empire Products
R. J. Desmarais, Tax Sales Expenses
Treas., State of N. H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, Convention expenses
Treas., State of N. H., 1966 Appraisal
Sup. of Documents
Branham Publishing Company
William "/. Torrey, Car Hire
Fred L. Tower Companies
B. L, Makepeace, Co.
Treas., State of N. H., Boat List
Walt's Signs
Alice E. Lehtinen, Town History Commissions
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES:
CLERICAL:
Albert J. Morin, Bookkeeper
POSTAGE:
Postmaster, Jaffrey, Envelopes and Postage
Albert J. Morin, Reimbs. for postage paid
DUES:
N. H. Municipal Association, 1966 Dues
N. H. Tax Collectors Association 1966 Dues
N. H. Town Clerks Association, 1966 Dues
REPORTS:
Monadnock Ledger, Inc., 1966 Town Reports





D. Reed Chaplin, Register of Deeds
Alfred J. Christian, Car Hire
G. H. Tilden Co.,
James P. Smith, Car Hire
William W. Torrey, Car Hire
Lyman K, Sawtelle
Keene Ind. Paper Co,
Secretary of State
National Survey Co.










ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
ELECTION OFFICIALS:
Jason C. Sawyer, Moderator
Charlotte I. Duval, Asst. Moderator
Fay S. Sawyer, Asst. Town Clerk
George A. Hart, Ballot Clerk
Nancy H. Moore " "
George W. Gordon " "
3,710.00 Pauline R. Tremblay "
Hazel M. Despres " "
Rita J. Forcier " "
Ella E. Griffiths
Wilfred LamhTt, Jr. • "
WiUiam A. Blair, Sup^.rvisur of Chtrcklist






































Jason C. Sawyer, Justice
Raymond J. Desmarais, Special Justice
Raymond J. Desmarais, Clerk of Court
OTHER EXPENSES:
Raymond J. Desmarais, Making out warrants
Charles H. Hamilton, MD, Blood Tests
F, W. Sterling, MD, Blood Tests





































































Wilfred Boudrieau, Police Light




Earl E„ Brodmerkle, Town Clock Tower
United Auto Supply Co.
W. E. Aubuchon Co., Inc.
Roger J. Varville
Roland P„ Archambault


































Arthur H. Rivard. Chief of Police
Kevin P. Rivarii, Ri.-gular Officer
Arthur Rajanienii,
Jerry L„ Bakf-r, '^ "



















Fire & Safetv Equipment























































Red's Atlantic Service 5.00
Korpi's Service Station 8,60
UNIFORM ACCOUNT:
Mack's Mens Shop 356.46
M. Linksy & Co. 19.75
22,175.81
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
SUPPLIES, MAINTENANCE, HEAT, ETC.:
Keene Two Way Radio Service 6.50
D. P. Robidoux 24.25
Butler Oil Co, 660.78
Goodnow's Shopping Center 6.17
Sanel Auto Parts 7.22
N. H, Fire & Safety Equipment Co. 386.43
Belletete's. Inc. 37,30
Christie & Thompson. Inc. 256.33
N, H. Welding & Supply Co. 51.60
United Auto Supplv Co. 33.44
Paul A. Leach 45,04
N. H. Association of Fire Chiefs 9.00
Farrar & Co. 40.80
The Hines Co. 17,55
F. Mei & Co, 9,05
Monadnock Lumber Co, 6.21
Keene Ind, Paper Co. 27,31
Evans Radio Shop 4„06
Monadnock Ledger, Inc. 4.48
D, D, Bean & Sons Co, 41.27
Boutwell's Garage 5,00
Clvde W. Felch 8,40
Southwestern N. H. Mutual Aid System 6.00
Ronald D. Christian 76.68
Ray Moore Motors 24.45
Hackler Motor Sales 3.19
Red's Atlantic Service 38.40
Forcier's Supermarket 10,38
R, H. Wilson, Highway Agent 42,50
Belletete Supermarket 5.06
Roy's Self Service Store 4,13
Charles H, Claughertv Co, 12,65
John G, Heil 135,95
Monadnock Ledger, Inc, 10.00
Jaffrey Oil Co. 2,55
Crane's Pastry Shop 10.80
NEW TRUCK:
New Hampshire Fire & Safety Equipment Co. 100,00
Gosselin Welding Co. 150.00
Farrar & Co. 205,00
Winchester Fire Department 100.00
Braman, Dow Co. 181,45
Palmer Spring Co. 67,28
Acme Rubber Co, 210.00
Gorham Fire Equipment Co. 31.90
Walts Signs 26,00
FIRE STATION ADDITION:
Indian Head Plate Glass Co, 80,57
Belletete's Inc. 13.87
Lowell Iron & Steel Co. 502,17
F, Mei & Co. 25,00
W, P, Hildreth Co, 406,00
H. L. Holden Co. 83.35
Wilfred Boudrieau 100,00
W. E, Aubuchon Co. Inc, 39.21
NEW EQUIPMENT:
MacLeod Co. 160.00
Keene Two Way Radio Service 500.00
31
N. H.. Fire & Safety Equipment Co„










































































































John G. Heil. Health Officer
BOUNTIES;
Albert J. Morin. Bounties Paid Out
INSURANCE & TOWN OFFICERS BONDS:
TOWN DUMP;
John J. Cook, Attendant
Richard M. Letourneau, "
Roger J. Varville,













6.25 R. H. Wilson, Hiffhway Agent, Payroll









8,75 TOWN ROAD AID COxNSTRUCTION:













Cournoyer Insurance Agency * 5,743.93
Monadnock Insurance Agencv 329.80
Eaves Insurance Agency 329.80
Llovd F. Wellington 329.93
Commission pro-rated between agents
6,733<.46
CIVIL DEFENSE:
Charles W. Bacon, Jr., CD Director 402.91
Jaffrey Civil Defense 20.54
Treas., State of N.H. 6.38





















STREET-Bl'ILDING LIGHTING .AND TELE PHONE




Public Service COo of N. H, 3,065.81
12,451.61
TELEPHONE:
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co. 2,135.01
Wilfred H. Boudrieau, Police Street Phone 11.87
2,146.88
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS:
Public Service Co. of N. H. 29.95
Wilfred H. Boudrieau 11.00
Wilfred J, LaBrie 103.00
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll 7.50
W, E. Aubuchon Co., Inc. .70














Roger J. VarviUe, Lawn
Gordon's Services
Linda Washburn
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co.
Wilfred J. LaBrie
Treas., State of N, H.
Goodnow's Shopping Center
Belletete's Inc.







R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll 1,100.58
John G. Heil 74.40
Treas., State of N. H. 14.65
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co. 33.63
William H. Shurtleff 46.40
Waifs Signs 99.00
Ronald D. Christian 45.73









Overseer of the Poor
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll




F. Mei & Co.









R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
George N. Fontaine
Henry H. Gravel, Jr.
Don's Sunoco Station
F. Mei & Co.







Henry H. Gravel, Jr.









































190.00 LAKE CONTOOCOOK BEACH:
575.97 Jeremiah W. Sullivan 265.17
15.62 Vincent M. Adams 252,11
210.00 Richard Roy 754.00
31.60 Gary Donovan 181.20
6.03 Stanley Caron 36.00
12.00 Anna L. Symonowicz 168,90
6.25 R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll 86.06
270.40 Sav\-yer's Phsrmacy 7.55
28.50 Porter's Sport Center 13.69
Henry H. Gravel, Jr. 123.:0
4,011.12 Charles Pickard 35.00





R, H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
George C, Chamberlain
Roland P. Archambault
































DOG DAMAGES, LEGAL EXPENSES
William Weston, Jr. Damages to Sheep by dogs
Tenney, Fritz & Coombs, " " ""
R. H„ Donovan, D.V.M.
William D. Tribble, Legal Expenses - 1965










ADVERTISING & REGIONAL DUES
193.50 Monadnock Region Association, 1966 Dues 1,025.46
CUTTER CEMETERY:
Gordon's Services 135.00
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll 18.61
Roderick J. Duval 29.75
Roger B. Adams 40.42




Roderick J. Duval 29.75
R. Ho Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll 18.60
Carl Co Spofford 50.00
Roger B. Adams 47.85
Peterborough Granite Works 16.00



























TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS & REFUNDS
Herbert Grant, Town Tax Refund
Carlos To & Dorothy S. Pierce, Prop Tax Abated
Oliver & Rita Burgoyne '' " "
Donald & Viola Jarvis " " "
Henry J. Belletete " " "
Amy L. Sullivan
Laura Courchene " " "
Katharine G. Blaine " "
Hazel J. Hunt
Clifford & Janice Baldwin " "
Iveretta Bingham, Poll Tax Refund
Marion Z. Guillaume " " "
Ruth T. Stevenson •<<><.
John A. White, Town Tax Refunded
Mrs. Esidore F. Martin " "























LONG TERM NOTES & BONDS:
N. E. Merchants Nat. Bank, Sewer Bonds
N. E. Merchants Nat. Bank, Water Bonds
Monadnock National Bank, Garage Bonds
STATE AID CONSTRUCTION
ROUTE #137 - NORTH STREET:
Treas., State of N. H. 1966 Appropriation













R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
ELLISON STREET:
R, H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
CROSS STREET:
Ro H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
BURRINGTON STREET:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
GAP MOUNTAIN ROAD:











BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD
N. H. - Vt„ Hospitalization Service 618, 53
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY
Treas., State of N. H. 4,757.98
Employees Retirement System 789.44
N. H. Div. of Public Welfare, OASI Admin. Costs 11.83
5,559.2L
TAX COMMISSION REPRAISAL
Treas., State of N. H. 9,833.71
GROUP INSURANCE









R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
SKI HUT
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payro'l














GILMORE POND ROAD SEWER:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
Town of Jaffrey, Sewer Fund
BURRINGTON STREET SEWER:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
CROSS STREET SEWER:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION
MAIN & SCHOOL STREETS:
R, H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
Goodnow's Shopping Center
ELLISON STREET:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
UPPER MAIN STREET:
R. H. Wilson, Highway Agent, Payroll
INDEBTEDNESS
SEWER BONDS:
N. E. Merchants National Bank
The First National Bank of Boston
GRAVITY WELL BONDS:


























Monadnock National Bank 160,000.00
160,000.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS:
TREAS., STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE:
1965 Head Taxes and Penalties 2.140,50
35
1966 Head Taxes and Penalties
Bond & Debt Retirement







TOWN OF RINDGE, N.H.:




Harold H. Goodman, D.D.S,
Trustees, Coaant Ind. Fuad
*See Treas. Report for Reimbursements
SCHOOL DISTRICT
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS:




TREAS., JAFFREY SCHOOL DISTRICT:
Balance of 1965-66 Appropriation
1,249,50 1966-67 Appropriation'
Amos Fortune Fund














$771,825.197,500.00 GflAND TOTAL ..................
REPORT OF STREET AND ROAD NAME COMMITTEE
TO: The Honorable Board of Selectmen and
Voters of Jaffrey:
In compliance with the vote under Article 22 at the An-
nual Town Meeting, March 8, 1966, a committee to study and
bring in recommendations for the correct historical names
of roads and streets, was duly appointed.
The committee has held several work meetings. Post-
master Homer J. Forcier has sat with the committee on two
occasions to represent the interests of the Post Office Depart-
ment in an effort to eliminate existing confusion and to facil-
itate the deliveries of mail. Former Selectman Ralph E. Boyn-
ton has also sat at the meetings in an advisory capacity, his
memory going farther back than those of the members of the
committee.
In October the Selectmen were invited to sit at a meeting
to view the progress made by the committee.
With not enough roads in Town to name for every family
living along them, your committee at the outset deemed it
wisest to adhere strictly to the old historical names, in most
cases honoring the pioneers who blazed the original trails
along which the town roads were subsequently laid out. The
committee felt it an injustice to the other 3000 or more
persons living in town today to have a certain few families
honored by naming roads for them for no reason except that
the roads happened to go by their houses. There are other
houses and families along them too. This practice would
create bitter feelings and animosities and life is too short for
that. Fairness to all has been the objective of the committee.
Therefore your committee dug deeply into the past for
the original names, as shown on the newly prepared road map
of the town as drawn by Gus Steman in accordance with com-
mittee recommendations.
These names bring our pioneers, who laid the founda-
tions of our town, a little closer to us and to those who come
after us. Is not the present the sum total of the past?
There's the Turner Road by Joseph Turner's house in
the northeast corner of the town, long since gone, with only a
cellar hole left, gaping at the sky above. But the road is still
there and who knows but someday someone will build another
house there and wonder to himself who blazed the road he
travels on. The road will answer him: "Turner" — Joseph
Turner back in the Revolutionary Days!
Then there's the road near the southwest corner of the
Town now uninhabited. Someday someone will buy that sightly
hill farm and build a new house, and, as he is buUding, wonder
to himself who was there first. The road wiU answer him, too:
"Brigham". Alpheus Brigham, over whose blazed trail the
town laid out the road in 1773, died in 1824, and on Nov. 13,
1834, his widow was "frozen to death in inhuman quarters pro-
vided by her son-in-law Foster who had been deeded the farm
in consideration of the care to be bestowed upon them in their
old age." (Things must have gotten "hot" for Foster as he
left town a little more than a year later.)
There are stories connected with other roads, too,
stories of pathos and tragedy, of happiness and hope.
The early pioneers blazed the trails along which these
roads still run. They did it thd hard way, with their only power
equipment being muscle power and willpower, supplemented by
ox power — and perhaps a jug or two of cider. Bit they
"builded" well as evidenced by their usefulness today, with
only such changes as time and circumstance have demanded.
They built causeways through low and marshy stretches, and
culverts here and there that are still in use today. They built
for themselves and for ages to come.
Is it not a fitting memorial to them whose blazed trails
are now the roads we travel on, that these very roads bear the
names of these intrepid men?
It might be questioned by some, that several roads and
streets today bear the name of present day families, but tliat
is because they were the original builders or developers and
which were already named when accepted by the town, and that
is HISTORICAL too.
Respectfully submitted,
Alice E. E. Lehtinen Norman L. Torrey


















































































































































D. D. Bean Jr.
J. Mei Apts.
C. R. Lamson





To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
The Chief of Police, herewith submits his annual report
for the year 1966.
REPORT OF REVENUE TO THE TOWN TREASURER
Bicycle Registrations $49.50
OFFENSES FOR WHICH ARRESTS WERE MADE AGAINST
THE PERSON
Assault and Battery 17









False report of a crime
Non-support
Possession of alcoholic beverage by a minor
Procuring alcoholic beverage for a minor
Refusing identification
Resisting arrest
Unlawful dispensing of narcotics
Unlawful possession of narcotics
AGAINST PROPERTY




Malicious destruction of property
Throwing refuse on private property
Trespassing
MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS
Allowing improper person to operate
Failing to keep to the right
Failing to stop for an officer
Failing to yield right of way
Following motor vehicle too closely
Leaving scene of an accident
Misuse of plates
Operating after suspension of License
Operating after revocation of license
Operating on closed road
Operating so as to endanger
Operating without a commercial license
Operating without a license
Operating uninspected motor vehicle
Operating unregistered motor vehicle
Parking violation
Reckless driving
Solid traffic line violation
Speeding
Stop sign violation
Taking auto without authority
Unnecessary noise with a motor vehicle
OTHERS













































WARNINGS GIVEN FOR MOTOR VEHICLE VIOLATIONS
Defective equipment 38
Failing to keep to the right 1
Misuse of plates 1
Operating after drinking 2
Parking violation 94
Solid traffic line violation 1
Speeding 64
Stop sign violation 7
Unnecessary noise with a motor vehicle 14
Miscellaneous 92
VALUE OF PROPERTY STOLEN, LOST & RECOVERED
Lost property returned to owner $777.00
Malicious destruction of property, restitution 28.79
Property reported stolen 1192.90
Stolen property recovered 1072.90
Stolen property recovered for other jurisdiction 150.00







Attempted breaking, entering and larceny
Attempted breaking, entering and larceny cleared
Breaking and Entering (Summer Homes)
Breaking, entering and larceny




Emergency calls, message delivered
Fire alarm turned in
Fire alarms responded to





Larceny by check cleared
Malicious destruction of property
Money transfers
Road conditions noted, agent notified
Runaways picked up for other jurisdiction
Runaways reported
Runaways returned to parents
Street lights reported out
Subjects picked up for other jurisdiction
Subjects locked up for other jurisdictions
Sudden deaths investigated
Summons served for other jurisdictions
Taking motor vehicle without authority






























I want to take this opportunity to express my thanks to the
Board of Selectmen, Town Clerk Albert J. Morin, Judge
5 Jason C. Sawyer, Clerk of Court Raymond J. Desmarais,
1 Highway Agent Richard Wilson, Police Matron Mrs. Ruby
3 Brooks, members of the Police, Fire, Highway and Water
38
Departments, County Attorney Edward O'Brien, Sheriff Frank
W. Walker, and his Department, members of the State
Police, and all the Citizens and Merchants of Jaffrey, for




Overseer of the Public Welfare







BALANCE on Hand as of December 31, 1965 $918.13
RECEPITS:





Maplewood Hospital (Single Resident)
Mary Hitchcock Hospital (Single Resident)
OTHER CHARGES:
Old Age Assistance
Alien Old Age Assistance




Disbursement, Direct Aid $2526.92 Checks
Checks 4.70




















Overseer of PubUc Welfare
ARTHUR H. RIVARD
Overseer of Public Welfare
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HIGHWAY AGENTS REPORT
TO: The Citizens of Jaffrey.
I am submitting herewith my fifth annual report
to you as Highway Agent for the Town of Jaffrey for the
year ending December 31, 1966.
Below are listed some of the major improvements
and construction work done in the Town during the past
year:
L The corners on the so-called Ark Road and
Fitzwilliam Road were widened for better vision
and for easier maintenance.
2. New sewer spur lines were constructed on Bur-
rington Street and on Gilmore Pond Road.
3. Reconstruction work on Old Peterborough Road
and on Cross Street was done in conjunction with
the sewer projects on these roads«
4o Sidewalks were reconstructed from the corner
of Main Street to the end of North School Street
and on Ellison Street. Both sidewalks had been
in dire need of reconstruction for quite some time.
5. The construction of a new sidewalk on Upper
Main Street as approved by the 1966 Town Meet-
ing was held up in order that the construction
might conform with the standards as set forth
by the State of N.H. and also because of the non-
availability of hot-top machines.
6. The following roads were hot-topped during the
past year:
Ellison Street South School Street
Oak Street KK Road
Stratton Road Maple Avenue - Jaffrey Center
This hot-topping of the streets was a decided
improvement and it is planned to continue this
program in 1967 on other streets in need of same.
7. North Street (Route #137) was reconstructed under
State supervision and specifications,
8. Extensive graveling was done on the Gap Mt.
Road to the Wareham residence, as this is now
a year-round residence and access must be pro-
vided on a year-round basis.
9. Both Hillcrest Court and Burring Street were
accepted as town roads and were paved during
the year.
10. The 1965 Town Road Aid Construction was par-
tially finished and paved.
11. Some of the general maintenance work done by
the Highway Department is listed below:
General sewer maintenance




Roads were ditched and scraped
Brush was cut along highway
12. Winter maintenance. The department put in many
long hours in keeping the roads of the community
opened for traffic, and it is felt that the depart-
ment operated with a maximum amount of
efficiency during the past winter, as most of the
town roads were passable for traffic within a
very short period after a snowstorm.
Once again I wish to express my appreciation to everyone
for cooperating with the department in fulfilling its oblig-
ations to the citizens of this community.
RICHARD H. WILSON,
Highway Agent


































N. H. Ball Bearings
Bertrand Fournier
James G. Bowers




























































































































N. H. Explosives Corp.
Penn Culvert Co.














Warren Refg. & Chem. Co.
Gordon's Services
Lowell Iron & Steel Co,
Palmer Spring Co.
N.H. Welding Supply Co.
Silas Gagnon
Christie & Thomson, Inc.
Boutwell's Garage





























Total Expenditures 97724.61 TOTAL EXPENDITURES 13921,58



















R. H. Wilson, Loader
R. H, Wilson, Dozer
R. H. Wilson, Trucks
J. Oren Belletete, Shovel
Walter G. Somero, Dozer
R. G. White Const. Co.



















































R. H. Wilson, Loader
R. H. Wilson, Trucks
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc.








United Auto Supply Co.
Boutwell's Garage
Bergevin's Truck Sales & Serv.
Goodnow's Shopping Center
















































Cold River Hot Mix Corp.
Palmer Spring Co.
D. D. Bean & Sons Co.
Standard Uniform Rentals






H. P. Welch Co.




































































R. H. Wilson, Loader
R. H. Wilson, Truck
Walter Somero, Truck
Harold Wilson, Truck
Octave J, Bernier, Truck
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC:






N.H. Welding Supply Co.
Red's Atlantic Service









































































































R. H, Wilson, Loader
R. H. Wilson, Truck







































































J. Oren Belletete, Backhoe
R. H. Wilson, Loader











N.H. Explosives Machy. Corp.
J. F. McDermott Co.
Municipal Services
























































J. C. Croucher, Inc.
J. Crocker Metal Co.
Christie & Thomson, Inc.
Sanel Industrial, Inc.
H. P. Welch Co.
Red's Atlantic Service
Boutwell's Garage







Warren Refg. & Chem. Co.
United Auto Supply Co.
D. A. Eaves
Dyar Sales & Machy. Co.
N.H. Welding Supply Co.




John A, Connare, hic.
Monadnock Nat. Bank
Angell's Automotive Service
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co.









R. H. Wilson, Truck
R. H. Wilson, Loader
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC.
N.H. Bituminous Co., Inc.






































GILMORE POND ROAD SEWER
LABOR:











R. H, Wilson, Loader
J. Oren Belletete, Backhoe
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC.
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc.
F. Mei & Co.
Silver Ranch, Inc.
Girard D. Marrotte

















R. H. Wilson, Truck
R. H. Wilson, Loader
























R. H. Wilson 22.50
Raymond Baird 1,85
9.90 Roderick Duval 15.75
12.95 Ernest LaFleur 37.05
9.75 John Devlin 17.55
Joseph LaFreniere 34.20
32.60 Robert Ojala 2.00
Harold Turner 21.45
John Rider 25.65
































R. H. Wilson, Loader
R, H. Wilson, Truck
R. H. Wilson, Dozer















R. H. Wilson, Truck
R. H. Wilson, Loader
J. Oren Belletete, Backhoe
Edward MacKenzie
O. J. Bernier, Truck
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC.:













































R. H. Wilson, Loader
R. H. Wilson, Truck
J. Oren Belletete, Backhoe
Crowley Associates, Inc.















































































R. H. Wilson, Loader
R. H. Wilson, Truck























R. Ho Wilson, Loaders
R. Ho Wilson, Dozer














































R. H. Wilson, Truck



















152.75 R. Ho WUson, Loader



























































I. H. Wilson, Dozer
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
LABOR:









R. H. Wilson, Loader
7.60 R. H. Wilson, Truck
7.60
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS, ETC.


















ABSTRACTS OF TOWN MEETINGS
Abstract of business transacted at ttie Annual Town Meeting
ilarch 8, 1966.
Art. 1. ELECTION OF OFFICERS. The following officers
(fere elected as a result of the votes cast at the Annual Town
^fleeting:
Town Clerk
Selectman - Three Years -
Selectman - Two Years -
Town Treasurer
Highway Agent
Chief Eng., Fire Dept.




Comm. of Huniston Park -
Auditors















APPOINTMENTS MADE BY MODERATOR:
Zoning Board of Adjustment - Joseph P. Manning
Budget Committee - 5 years - Henry Wheeler, Jr.
Art. 2. REPORTS.
Moved: "That the report be accepted as printed and placed
on file."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 3. BUDGET COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
Moved: "That the Town raise the amount of $232,242.86,
but appropriate the amount of $250,452.86, as
approved by the Budget Committee for the Town
of Jaffrey for current expenditures for the year
1966."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 4. BORROWING MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF
TAXES.
Moved: "That the Town authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of Taxes,"
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 5. INSTALLATION OF LUMEN MERCURY LIGHTS -
HILLCREST ROAD.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum
of $210.00 for the installation and defraying the
charges for one year for five 3500 lumen mercury
street lights on Poles 8/2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 on
Hillcrest Road,"
The motion CARRIED,
Art. 6. STATE AID RECONSTRUCTION ON ROUTE #124.
Moved: "That Article 6 be passed over,"
The motion did not CARRY.
Moved: "That the Town appropriate the sum of Five
Hundred Dollars to investigate and make pre-
liminary surveys of the Route #124 through
Jaffrey Center and suggested alternative routes
and direct the Selectmen to make this survey
and to report to an adjourned Town Meeting,
and to raise and appropriate $4,500.00 for the
purpose of State Aid Construction on Route #124
for the continuation of construction of Route
#124 on condition that the State will allocate
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Art, 7,
the sum of $9,000.00 for said purpose to be used
only after further action by such adjourned Town
Meeting to be held October 3, 1966, and that the
Selectmen hold at least one public hearing at
least fourteen days before said Town Meeting to
which State Highway representatives be invited
to attend."
The motion CARRIED,
SEWER EXTENSION ON GILMORE POND ROAD,
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $6,800=00 for the purpose of extending
the present sewer on Gilmore Pond Road and ex-
tending a distance of approximately 850 feet."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 8. STREET LIGHTS - FORCIER WAY.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$50.88 for the installation aiKl defraying the ser-
vice charge for one year for two 1000 lumen
mercury street lights on Poles 2/24A and 2/24C
on Forcier Way."
The Motion CARRIED,
Art, 9. ALTERATIONS TO JAFFREY FIRE STATION.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $2,000.00 for the purpose
of making alterations to the fire station located
on River Street in Jaffrey which mil allow for
the accommodation of additional equipment owned
by the Fire Department."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 10. SALARIES OF DISTRICT COURT OFFICERS.
Moved: "That the Town vote to amend the action taken
under Article 20 of the Annual Town Meeting of
March 1964, that reads: 'That the Town establish
the salaries of the new District Court of Jaffrey:
Justice - $1200.00 annually. Special Justice -
$250.00 annually, and the Clerk of Court -
$500.00 aimually' to read as follows: 'Justice -
$1400.00 annually. Special Justice - $300.00
annually, and the Clerk of Court - $700,00 an-
nually'."
Art. 11. SPUR SEWER - BURRINGTON STREET.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $4000.00 for the purpose of installing
a spur sewer on Burrington Street."
The motion DID NOT CARRY.
Art. 12. CHANGEOVER IN LIGHTING
STREET.
CHARLONNE
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $136.92 for the changeover in lighting
and to defray the service charges for one year
on lights now located on Charlonne Street changing
same from the present 600 lumen to seven 3500
lumen mercury lights."
The motion DID NOT CARRY.
Art. 13. STATE AID RECONSTRUCTION - ROUTE #137.
Moved: "That the Town vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,000.00 for the purpose of State
Aid Reconstruction on Route #137, or North
Street so-called, for the continuation of con-
struction on Route #137 from the corner of Old
Peterborough Road up to the Cutter Farm, a
distance of approximately 0.3 mile more or less
on condition that the State will allocate the sum
of $14,000.00; total cost of the project to be
§21.000,00."
The Motion CARRIED,
Art. 14. AMENDMENT OF BUDGET COMMITTEE LAW
AS SET UP BY THE MARCH 13, 1962 TOWN
MEETING.
Moved: "To amend the motion as passed at the Annual
Town Meeting of March 13, 1962, establishing
a Budget Committee, by adding after the words:
"and five citizens of the Town", the words:
"none of whom shaU be a member of the School
Board of a Selectman", so ttiat it AviUread: "and
five citizens of the Town, none of whom shall be
a member of the School Board or a Selectman, to
be appointed by the Moderator."
The motion was amended to include the following:
all shall be property taxpayers."
'and
The motion as amended CARRIED.
Art. 15. STREET LIGHTS - LETOURNEAU DRIVE AND
ERIN LANE.
Moved: "Hiat the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$50.88 for two 1000 lumen mercury lights to
be instaUed on Letourneau Drive and Erin Lane."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 16. SIDEWALK - UPPER MAIN STREET.
Moved: "TTiat the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000.00 for the purpose of constructing a side-
walk on Main Street, beginning at the residence
of Joseph C. Lambert and continuing a distance
of about 1700 feet to the intersection of Main
and Prospect Streets,"
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 17. STREET LIGHT - PARENT STREET.
Moved; "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,44 for the installation and defrajlng the ser-
vice charge for one year for one 1000 lumen
mercury street light to be instaHed on Parent
Street."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 18. STREET LIGHT - HARLttfG STREET.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$25.44 for the installation and defraying the ser-
vice charge for one year for one 1000 lumen




Art. 19. STREET LIGHT - HAMILTON COURT.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$25.44 for the installation and defraying the ser-
vice charge for one year for one 1000 lumen
mercury street light on Hamilton Court."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 20. STREET LIGHTS - CORNERS OF BIRCH & BROOK
STREETS AND PINE & BIRCH STREETS.
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$50.88 for the installation and defraying the ser-
vice charges for one year for two 1000 lumen
mercury street lights to be installed as follows:
"one at the corner of Pine and Birch Streets and
one at the corner of Pine & Brook Streets."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 21. AUTHORIZATION TO EXPEND FROM CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND - FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Moved: "That the Town authorize the Selectmen to expend
from the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund, a
sum of money not to exceed $3,000.00 for the
purpose of purchasing equipment for the Fire De-
partment."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 22. SURVEY OF CORRECT STREET NAMES.
Moved: "That the Town authorize the Selectmen to appoint
a committee of five, to be headed by Alice E.E.
Lehtinen, Town Historian, as Chairman, to make a
survey on the correct and legal names of the
various roads and streets of this community,
and that the said committee is to make a report
of its findings at either an adjourned meeting
of this Town Meeting, or at the next Annual Town
Meeting and make recommendations so that a
correct and accurate record of these street and
road names will be on file."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 23. AUTHORIZATION FOR PLANNING BOARD TO
STUDY POSSIBLE SITES FOR A MUNICIPAL
PARKING AREA.
Moved: "That the Moderator appoint the planning board
a committee to study and hold one or more public
hearings on the feasibility of securing the loca-
tion of a municipal parking area for the To^vn
of Jaffrey, and to report thereon to the next
annual town meeting."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 24. AUTHORIZATION FOR PLANNING BOARD TO
STUDY NEEDS FOR SIDEWALKS IN THE TOWN
OF JAFFREY.
Moved: "That the Moderator appoint the Planning Board
a committee to study and hold one or more public
hearings on the needs for new sidewalks in this
Town and to report thereon to the next annual
town meeting."
Tt' motion CARRIED.
Art. 25. IMPROVEMENT TO FITZGERALD SKI HILL
AREA,
Moved: "That the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$350.00 for the purpose of improving the Fitz-
gerald Ski Hill Area; said money to be spent
for clearing a larger ski area and moving the
motor hut back approximately twenty-five to
thirty feet."
THE MOTION CARRIED.
Art. 26. SPECIFICATIONS TO BE DRAWN UP BY PLAN-
NING BOARD TO ASSIST SELECTMEN IN
LAYING OUT ROADS,
Moved: "That the Moderator appoint the Planning Board
a committee to study the subject of specifications
and regulations for determining the nature and
character of roads offered for acceptance by the
Town and direct that the planning board hold
two or more public meetings thereon and submit
appropriate specifications and regulations for
action at the next annual Town Meeting."
The motion CARRIED,
Art. 27. TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIPOF TOWN HEARSES
TO THE JAFFREY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Moved: "That the Town vote to turn over to the Jaffrey
Historical Society ownership of the two hearses
now owned by the Town; said hearses to be
retained by the Jaffrey Historical Society and
to be displayed in conjunction with other articles
of historical interest now in their possession."
The motion CARRIED.
Art. 28. OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY BE PROPERLY
BROUGHT BEFORE THE MEETING.
Resolved: "That the Town of Jaffrey in e2q)ression of
the gratitude and appreciation that it sincerely
feels for the fifteen years as Selectman; six
years as Water Commissioner and many more
years as a public servant on many municipal
committees, graciously served by Lester F.
Hammond, gives a rising vote of thanks to Lester
F. Hammond."
The resolution was adopted, and Mr. Hammond
was given a rising vote of thanks.
Resolved: "That it is the consensus of this Town Meeting
that in the future the Selectmen include in their
budget the item for installation and servicing
street lights and that in the future the location,
type, size and desirability of instaUation be
left to the discretion of the Selectmen, provided
that new lighting installations be submitted for
approval of voters under a separate article."
The resolution was ADOPTED.
Art. 29. BEANO: Yes - 723 No - 242






An adjourned meeting of the March 8, 1966 Town Meeting
was held on October 3, 1966 at 7:30 p.m. at Conant High
School Auditorium to consider Articles 3 and 6 of the said
Town Meeting.
Art, 6. STATE AID RECONSTRUCTION - ROUTE #124.
It was moved, seconded and carried:
"That the action taken under Article 6 of the Annual
Town Meeting of March 8, 1966 be rescinded."
It was then moved, seconded and carried:
"That the Town appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for
the purpose of continuing the State Aid Reconstruction
on Route #124 where the present reconstruction leaves
off near Sawtelle Road and continuing a distance of 0.3
mUe more or less oq condition the State wiU allocated
the sum of $10,000.00; said construction not to continue
beyond the intersection of Henchman Road and Route
Art. 3. STATE AID RECONSTRUCTION - ROUTE #137.
It was moved, seconded and carried:
"That the action taken under Article 3 of the March 8,
1966 Town Meeting be amended to read as follows: 'That
the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00
for the purpose of State Aid Reconstruction on Route
#137. or North Street so-called, for the continuation of
construction on Route #137 from where the present
reconstruction will terminate and continue a distance of
0.3 mile or less, on condition that the State will allocate
the sum of $14,000.00; total cost of the project to be
$21,000.00.' "
There being no further business to transact, the meeting
adjourned at 7:55 p.m.
A TRUE RECORD ATTEST:
ALBERT J. MORIN
Town Clerk, Jaffrey, N.H.
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT
To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Town of Jaffrey
Gentlemen:
Herewith is the report of the Health Officer of the
town of Jaffrey for the year ending December 31, 1966.
Milk Licenses again this year were handled by the
Selectmen.
The year 1966 was an active one for this dept. and I
feel much was accomplished clearing a number of savage
problems that were carried over from the past years,
and worked again this year with the various depts. from
the Concord Office of the Board of Health.
Investigations made by the Health Officer
Town Water Complaints 51
Reportable diseases 11
Communicable diseases quarantined None
Dog Bites 12
Cat Bites 1
Dead Animals removed 14
Sewer complaints various 37
Sewer Investigations 23
Smoke & sawdust complaints 9
Garbage complaints 24
Unsanitary Living conditions 4
Houses closed due to unsanitary living conditions None
Dump inspections 52
Store inspections 104
Inspection of Restaurants 15
Beach Inspections 12
Assisting other depts. from out of town 5
Complaints referred to other depts. 11
Checking floor type Heaters 3
Working with the State Board of Health 14
Lawn dressing odors (Fertilizers) 4
Stamping of Health Certificates 86
Inspection of Homes for the State (Children care) 4
Investigation of Entrails floating in river 1
Respectfully Submitted
John G, Heil Health Officer
DOG CONSTABLE
To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
The Dog Constable, of the Town of Jaffrey, herewith
submits his annual report for the year ending December
31, 1966.
Dogs reported lost
Dogs reported lost, returned to owners
Dogs reported creating a public nuisance
Dogs reported hit by automobiles
Dogs reported injured by automobiles
Dogs reported killed by automobiles
Dogs reported injured
Dogs reported dead
Dogs reported killed by another dog
Dogs reported chasing deer
Dog bites reported
Stray dogs reported
Stray dogs returned to owners
Stray dogs placed in homes
Stray dogs put away

















I want to take this opportunity to thank the Board of
Selectmen, members of the Police Department, Dr. and
Mrs. Donovan, and all the citizens of Jaffrey, for the





For the year ending December 31, 1966
BALANCE: On Hand, December 31, 1965 $2,289.00
RECEIPTS:
1965-66 Snow Removal Applications $ HO.OO
1966-67 Snow Removal Applications 1,930.00 2,040.00
$4,329.00
EXPENDITURES:
John B. Hazelton, Plowing 489.00
Philip W. Coll, 510.00
Leo U. LeClair, 186.00
Donald K. Sawtelle, " 393.00
The Ark, Inc., 63.50
Girard D. Marrotte, " 63.00
R. H. Wilson, 84.00
Charles H. Hamilton, Refund 20.00 1,808.50





NEW SERVICES NEW EXTENSIONS
DATE NAME
1965
Dec. 29 Harry Sirois
Burrington Street
Dec. 30 Belletete's Comp. Homes
HiUcrest Court
Dec. 30 Homer Forcier
Burrington Street
1966
May 2 Wilfred Roy
Gilmore Pond Ro!
May
May 17 Leonard Hunt
Henchman Road
May 25 Alvin Carver
HUlcrest Road





Nov. 17 WilUam Hautanen




















RENEWED OR REPAIRED SERVICES
Aug. 23 Riverside Ridge-620 feet
Oct. 6 Gilmore Pond Road -500 ft.






















May 4 Conant Cemetery
July 8 Elite Laundry
July 12 Thos. J. Zatowski























94.47 Total Fixed Assets 459,248.31
97,49 23.75
139.21 122.27 SPECIAL FUNDS:
199.80 59.76
A'ic\ 9n
Capitol Reserve Funds 4,413.82





Materials & Stock on Hand
Merchandise & Labor Sales
Water Rents Receivable















Surplus: to December 31, 1966






Interest Earned on Capital Reserve Fund
Income from Sales of Labor






















Superintendence - Sources of Supply
Labor



























































Profit: Jan. 1, 1966 to Dec. 31, 1966
Cash in Bank, December 31, 1965
RECEIPTS:




































Camp, Dresser & McKee
Danais, John Co. Inc.
Deschenes, A. M. Est.


















Mei, F. & Co.
Morin, Albert
Moore, Ray Motors
Martell, A, E. Co.
Monadnock Lumber
Monadnock Nat'l Bank (Int.)
Monadnock Nat'l Bank




































































N. H. Water Pollution Comm.
N. H. Water Works Assoc.
New England Meter Co.
Ouellette, Ernest
Public Service of N. H.
Press, D. & D.
Porter's Sport Center












Tilden, G. H. Co.





Wallace & Tierman Co.
Wood, R. D. Co.
Wozmak, C, Francis Dr.
Wilson, Richard
RECEIPTS

























































































W, W. Cross Co.
Woodbound Inn
Thos. J. Zatowski
















































For year ending December 31, 1966
BALANCE: On hand, December 31, 1965 . . . . .$ 48.37
RECEIPTS:
Town of Jaffrey, 1966 Appropriation
EXPENDITURES:
Charles A. Baldwin $ 8.23
Maud Whitney 30^00
United Auto Supply Co. 2.19
Conant High School Band 200.00
Rodney C. Woodman, Inc. 19.00
Coil's TV Service 10.00
Forcier's Supermarket 31.00
Monadnock Ledger, Inc. 4.48










During 1966 the following work was accomplished:
Runway edges sealed.
All cracks in runway paving sealed.
700 feet of safety taxiway paved.
Apron enlarged and sealed,
N.H. Ball Bearings, Inc., purchased and installed anauto-
matic rotating beacon.
In 1967 it is planned to extend the safety taxiway to full
length of the field, and do additional sealing on the runway.
Early this year the State Aeronautics Commission plans to
install two approach aids improving the safety of the field:
1. A low frequency radio homing beacon enabling pilots
to find the field more precisely during periods of low
visibility.
2. A Visual Approach Path Indicator which through a sys-
tem of colored lights, guides a pilot along a designated
glide path on his final approach to landing.
A 400-500 foot extension to the runway is being considered.
The main motivation for such an extension is to increase the
safety margin for the light twin-engined aircraft which
presently use the field. Financing would come from private
funds with a possibility of some State participation.
There would be no change in the Town's present limited
financial liabilityfor the field's maintenance and improvement.
During 1966 406 visiting aircraft registered at the field.
Many pilots do not register and the actual transient traffic is
probably two to three times the registration figures.
Based aircraft (eleven) averaged a total of 12 takeoffs (and





TO: Board of Selectmen
Town of Jaffrey
Last year we submitted a brief summary of the activities
of your Monadnock Region Association over the previous year
for inclusion in Town Reports.
Many Towns did have the material printed, and response
has been most favorable. The idea was effective in sub-
stantially cutting down the number of inquiries as to exactly
what the Association does for the area and individual
communities.
We feel that since the voters of each Town are asked to
appropriate money to the support of the Association they
have a right to know how their money is used and just what
the activities of the Association consist of.
Enclosed please find a brief, comprehensive report on
our activities during the fiscal year 1965/66, We have in-
cluded a financial report along the same line as last year.
We do feel that you will be doing your townspeople a ser-
vice by printing this matter in your Town Report again this
year.





Jason C. Sawyer, Exec. Sec'y.
MONADNOCK REGION ASSOCIATION
To the Town of Jaffrey
The stated aims of your Monadnock Region Association,
now in its 34th year of existence, are as follows: To help
the Monadnock Region remain beautiful, to promote worth-
while organizations, to increase the prosperity of its in-
habitants, to encourage the development of parks and recrea-
tion facilities, and to be of service to all who live, work or
visit here.
During the past year your Association has sponsored 4-H
activities. Boy Scouts, Boys' State, forestry betterment,
Philharmonic Concerts and ham radio groups. We have given
slide lectures, talks on Parliamentary procedure, and duties
of Town Officers. In cooperation with the National Society
we sponsored the First Covered Bridge Festival to be held in
New England. We have attended public hearings whenever the
interests of the Region or any Town were at stake.
We continue to work for roadside beautification, conser-
vation of resources, and protection of wild life. We publicize
historic sites, points of interest and natural attractions.
In various ways we have contributed to the development of the
Region along cultural and educational lines to the end that
such advantages are apparent and a factor in inducing desir-
able and valuable people to locate in the Monadnock Region.
Your Region Association will tackle any problem advancing
55
the livability of the area of the Monadnocks for natives,
visitors or new residents.
Annual Statement of Income and Expenses
























































Bail bonds on hand 1/1/66
Court fines & forfeitures
Bail bonds & entry fees
Small Claim Court fees
Refunded by Dep't. of Safety
DISBURSEMENTS




Witness and travel fees
Charles H. Hamilton, M.D.
Restitutions
Overpayment of court fines
Convention expenses
Amer. Judicature Society
Ass'n. Municipal and District Court Judges
Clerk, Superior Court-entry fee
Town of Fitzwilliam (Blood Test)
Raymond J. Desmarais Agency (Bond)
Bail bond on hand 12/31/66
Total number of Criminal Cases





















































Operating as to endanger
Breaking and entering
Failure to keep right
Defective equipment
Allowing improper person to operate
Leaving scene of an accident
Following too closely
Taking m/v without authority
Brawl and tumult
Throwing refuse on highway
Disorderly conduct
Narcotics
Contributing to the delinquency of minors
Failure to stop for police
Fugitive from justice
Disturbing the peace
Operating commercial vehicle without
commercial license
Failure to yield right of way





Disposing refuse on private property
Hauling trailer without safety chains
Improper turn
Indecent exposure
Operating m/v on closed highway
Operating m/v without lights
Operating overwidth m/v



























Raymond J. Desmarais, Clerk
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MUNICIPAL AIRPARK
For the year ending December 31, 1966
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT:
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE:
BALANCE due Town of Jaffrey, Dec. 31, 1965
REIMBURSED: Town of Jaffrey General Funds
R. H. Wilson
54fi^ (17 "^0^™ °f Jaffrey, Snow Account
172 0^ Archie CoU, Jr.,-!^^^ Public Serv. Co. of N.H.





BALANCE: On Hand, December 31, 1965
RECEIPTS:
Town of Jaflrey, 1966 Appropriation









Town of Jaffrey, N. H., General Funds















Year ending December 31, 1966
RFCEIPTS*
The Conn. Bank & Trust Co., Int. & Div., Mark S. Bradley
Estate ? 973.52
Elinor M. Moore, Care of Lot 5.00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Conant Cem. Perp. Care Fund 2321.46
Conant Improvement Fund .135.75
$3435.73
INDIGENT FUND
Year ending December 31, 1966
EXPENDITURES:
Monadnock Comm. Hospital $30.00
Elliott Comm. Hospital 514.73
Harold H. Goodman, D.D.S, 66.00
Trustees, Conant Ind. Fund 295.18
RECEIPTS:
Trustees of Trust Funds and remitted to
















Volumes in library January 1, 1966






Volumes acquired by gift
Volumes discarded
Volumes now in library
Number of periodicals to which the
library subscribes
Number of periodicals circulated
Number of books circulated
Total circulation
Requests for special books




























































Balance on hand Monadnock National Bank
Jan. 1, 1966
Receipts:







Marion B. Whitney acct.
Eugene Bo>'aton acct.








































Balance on hand Monadnock National Bank
Dec. 31, 1966 $5794.56
EVELYN H. RUFFLE
Librarian Homer J, Belletete
Treasurer
AMOS FORTUNE FUND
This Account is on deposit at the PETERBOROUGH EXPENDITURES:
SAVINGS BANK, PETERBOROUGH, N.H., Deposit Book Reimbursed Town of Jaffrey after close of bopks,
No. 2534, for Payment to School District in 1966 . , , ; 27.00
BALANCE: In account as of December 31, 1965 $1,880.32
INCOME:
Interest to June 1, 1966 . .$44.65
" to Dec. 31, 1966 ....... . .$48.10 92.75
1973.07
BALANCE: In account as of December 31, 1966, . . . $1946.07
ALBERT J. MORIN
Town Treasurer
ALICE W. POOLE FUND
Cash on hand January 1, 1966














Alice W. Poole Fund, Treasurer
We, the undersigned of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire,
do hereby certify that we have carefully examined the reports,
and accounts of the Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Town Clerk,
Trustees of Trust Funds, Tax Collector, Overseer of Public
Welfare, Chief of Police, Memorial Day Committee, Road
Agent, Treasurer of Jaffrey Water Works, Conant Indigent
Fund, Treasurer of Jaffrey Public Library, Trustees of the
Alice Poole Fund, Municipal Court, Conant Cemetery Fund,
Jaffrey Airpark, Snow Removal Account, Amos Fortune Fund,
Sewer Construction, and Water Works Construction, and find







REPORTS OF of TRUST FUNDS
YEAR ENDED DEC. 31. 1966
A record of income from the Town's larger trust funds follows:
Conant
Jules C. Alice W. Luigi Cemetery
Durant Poole Cilli Perpetual
Care
Year Fund Fund Fund Fund
1951 7,398.97 2,750.40
1955 10,626o43 3,517<,77 841.77
1960 14,833.59 5,465,42 1,677.90 1,388,18
1964 19,080.93 6,847.03 1,974.90 2,103.01
1965 22,788.38 7,995.88 2,122.01 2,254.95
1966 23,176.15 8,097.38 2,260.16 2,321.46
On subsequent pages please find usual Report of Trust Funds
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A. Report of District Treasurer
B. School Board's Financial Report & Budgets
C. State Tax Commission Report
D. Detail of Expenditures
E. School Lunch Fund
F. Durant Fund
G. School District Bus Costs
H, Balance Sheet
PART V. CHILD ACCOUNTING




PART VL AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES ANDSPECIAL REPORTS
A. Health
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PART I ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION






Ernest J„ Pratt, Ctiairman Term expires 1968
Anne B. Gordon Term pjcplres 1967
Gerald A. DeGrandpre Term expires 1967
Marion M. Johnson Term expires 1968
Leon Hunt Term expires 1969













Doris G. Shea, R.N.
School Physician
Franklin W. Sterling, M. D.
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Bo NO SCHOOL SIGNAL
JAFFREY NO-SCHOOL SIGNAL
In case of emergency when it seems inadvisable to have
schools in session on any day, the No-School Signal will be
given by sounding the signal on the fire alarm system at 7:30
a.m. It will also be announced over radio station WBZ, WKNE,
and WKBK at the same time approximately.
Parents and pupils are urged to depend upon the fire signal,
T.V., or radio forno-school notices. Telephone operators are






























Schools closed —Thanksgiving Recess
Schools close—Christmas Vacation
Schools reopen
Schools close- -Winter Vacation
Schools reopen
Report of District Clerk
Do DISTRICT COURT .
Annual Meeting School District of Jaffrey
March 7, 1966
Article 1, It was voted that the salaries
Officers for the ensuing year be as follows:





Each Ballot Clerk 5.00
able to the District under said Federal Act for such particular
projects as may be determined by the School Board; and
further that the District authorize the School Board to make
of the District application for such funds and to expend the same for such
projects as it may designate; and further that the District
raise and appropriate the sum of $5,092.40 to supplement such
Federal Funds.
Article 2. Tt was voted that the reports as printed and
corrected be accepted and placed on file with the Clerk,
Article 3. It was voted that the Auditors shosen at the
Annual Town Meeting on March 8, 1966, act as Auditors for
the School District of Jaffrey.
Article 4, It was voted that the School District raise and
appropriate $402,499.36 for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for School District Officials and Agents
and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Article 5. It was voted that the School Board be authorized
to make application for and accept on behalf of the District, any
or all grants forthcoming under Title III, V or VIII, or any
combination thereof, of the National Defense Education Act,
Public Law 35-864 or any or all grants of other funds which
may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or from the State of New Hampshire under the
provisions of the National Defense Education Act.
Article 6. It was voted that the School Board be authorized
to include a contingency fund item in the regular School Dis-
trict Budget and raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
for the same.
Article 7. It was voted that the School Board be authorized
to place the funds previously voted under Article 4 in the
amount of $1,500.00 in the Capital Reserve Fund for replace-
ment of a school bus.
Article 8. It was voted that the District vote to accept the
provisions of Title I of Public Law 89-10 and to appropriate
the sum of $8,317.60, such monies having been made avail-
Article 9. It was voted to pass over and indefinitely post-
pone any action on Article 9. ($13,410.00 remedial reading
program).
Article 10. It was voted that the District raise and appro-
priate the sum of $5,000.00 toward a gym divider.
Article 11. It was voted that the School Board be authorized
to place the funds previously voted under Article 10 in the
Capital Reserve Fund for a gym divider.
Resolution: Resolved that it is the consensus of those at-
tending the Annual Meeting of the Jaffrey School District of
1966 that the School Board send representatives to the current
meetings of adjoining towns considering consolidation or area
agreements and report the re suits of said meetings to the next
Annual Meeting, or Special Meeting, if the School Board deems
it advisable.
Meeting adjourned at 9:00 p.m. until 9:00 a,m. March 9,
1966.
March 8, 1966.
Article 1. Elected Jason C. Sawyer, School District
Moderator,
Article 2. Elected Myrtle J. Hazleton, School District
Clerk.
Article 3. Elected Leon H. Hunt and James A. Sullivan,
Members of the School Board, School District of Jaffrey, for
three years.
Article 4. Elected Olive A. Roy, School District Treasurer.
A TRUE ABSTRACT
Myrtle J. Hazleton




To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Jaffrey qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Conant High School
Auditorium in said district on the 13th day of March, 1967,
at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and fix the compensation of any other officers or
agents of the district.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation
to any subjects embraced in this warrant.
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for school district officials and agents
and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
5. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to make application for and to accept, on behalf of the
District, any or all grants or other funds for educational
purposes wMch may now or hereafter be forthcoming from
the United States Government or from the State of New-
Hampshire.
6. To see if the District will authorize the School Board
to include a contingency fund item in the regular school
district budget and raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
for the same,
7. To see if the district will vote to place the funds pre-
viously voted under Article 4 in the Capital Reserve Fund
for replacement of a school bus.
8. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000,00 toward a gym divider, or take any action
relating thereto.
9. To see if the district will vote to place the funds pre-
viously voted under Article 8 in the Capital Reserve Fund
for a gym divider,
10. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 for reroofing the Jaffrey Grade School.
11. To see if the district will vote to place the funds
previously voted under Article 10 in the Capital Reserve
Fund for reroofing the Jaffrey Grade School.
12. To see if the school district will vote to create a
committee as prescribed in R.S.A, 195:16 (relating to annex-
ation to a cooperative school district) and/or 195:18 (relat-
ing to formation of a new cooperative school district), said
committee to act as a general study committee relating to
cooperative schools and/or as a cooperative school district
planning committee; and to elect three members, one of
w!iom must come from the school board or determine that
they be appointed by the moderator.
13. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate to meet the expenses of the cooperative
school district planning committee.
14. To see if the Jaffrey School District shall vote to
authorize and direct the School Board of the Jaffrey School
District to petition the Contoocook Valley School District
Board to meet with the Jaffrey School District Board to
study jointly the advisability and the terms of annexing the
Jaffrey School District to the Contoocook Valley School
District pursuant to the provisions of Revised Sututes
Annotated, Chapter 195, Section 16. (By Petition)
15. To see if the Jaffrey School District will vote to appoint
a committee of five members (none ofwhom shall be members
of the Jaffrey School Board) to participate with the Jaffrey
School Board in the conduct of the joint study between the
Jaffrey School Board and the Cooperative School Board and
to aid and assist the Jaffrey School Board in making the
recommendations with respect to the desirability ofthe Jaffrey
School District being annexed to the Contoocook Valley School
District. (By Petition)
16. To see if the Jaffrey School District shall instruct the
Jaffrey School Board before making recommendations, favor-
ably or unfavorably, with respect to any proposed or suggested
annexation ofthe Jaffrey School District to the Contoocook
Valley School District to hold a public meeting for the dis-
cussion of the results of said joint study; notice of which meet-
ing shall be published in accordance with the provisions for
holding a special district meeting, said public meeting to be
held at least fourteen (14) days prior to the date on which
the Jaffrey School Board makes recommendations on said pro-
posal and said meeting not to be held before May 1, 1967 and
not later than October 1, 1967. (By Petition)
17. To see if the School District will vote to accept convey-
ance from the Town of Jaffrey, if said conveyance is voted at
the 1967 Jaffrey Town Meeting, of a thirty acre tract of land
known as the "Children's Woods", being the premises de-
scribed in deed of Charles H. Plumer to Albert Annett and
Agnes A. Annett dated February 25, 1932 and recorded in
the Cheshire Registry of Deeds Volume 452, Page 207; said
land to be held by said School District for the same uses and
subject to the same conditions as set forth in the will of
Albert Annett.
18. To transact any other business that may lawfully come
before the meeting. (By Petition)
Given under our hands at said Jaffrey this 25th day of Feb-
ruary, 1967.
Ernest J. Pratt Anne B, Gordon
Leon H. Hunt Gerald A. DeGrandpre
James A. Sullivan Marion M. Johnson
School Board
SPECIAL MEETING
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Jaffrey qualified to votr in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Conant High
School Auditorium in said district on the 14th day of March,
1967, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon, (Polls close at 6:00 p.m.,
unless otherwise voted) to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose two members of the school board for the en-
suing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Given under our hands at said Jaffrey this 25th day of
February, 1967.
Ernest J. Pratt Anne B. Gordon
Leon H. Hunt Gerald A. DeGrandpre





A,, Instructional Staff as of December 31,1966
CONANT HIGH SCHOOL


































Math & Study Skill
Guidance 1-8
Girls' Phy. Ed.
Science & Soc. S.








Sci. & Math, Grs 7&8




Eng., Gr. 10 & 11
Eng.
Commercial
Math & Boys' Phys. Ed.
Industrial Arts & Driv. Ed.
B.S. '52 Tufts Univ.
M. E. '60 Northeastern Univ.
B. S. '65 Vassar, Col.
B.A. '65 LoweU State C.
B.A. '60 U.N. H.
B.E. '58, ir.S.C.
B.A. '36. Wellesley Col.
B. S. '58, Boston College
M.E. '61, Worcester S.C.
A.B. '58, San Jose St.
B.E. '62, K.S.C.
3 yrs. '37, B.E. '48 K.S.C.
3 yrs. '27, K.S.C.
B.A. '32, Vassar College
3 yrs. '24, Plymouth S.C.
B.S., '51, Utah State C.































































Craig, Clayton E. Principal, Gr. 1-6 B.E. •51, M.E. '62 K.S.C. 33 8800. 00
Brown, Abbie Grade 5 3 yrs. '24, K.S.C. 39 6828. 00
Cutter, Mildred Grade 4 3 yrs. '36, B.E. '61 K.S.C. 29 7415.00
Davis, Pricilla Grade 1 3 yrs. '26, K.S.C. 23 6628. 00
Ham ilton, M ary C . E. Grade 4 B.E. '44, K.S.C. 23 7685. 00
Hammond, Dorothea Grade 3 3 yrs. '31, B.E. '64, K.S.C. 18 7015.00
Kaminski, Gloria A. Grade 6 B.S. •53, No. Adam. State 8 6580. 00
Kendall, Dorothy B. Reading 2 yrs. •32, B.E. '59 K.S.C. 26 7133.00
Lynch, Olive Grade 2 3 yrs. '27, K.S.C. 35 6828.00
Wallace, Geraldine J. Grade 1 2 yrs. '27, B.E. '61, K.S.C. 39 7415.00
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SCHOOL PROGRAM
B„ JAFFREY GRADE SCHOOL
The past year has been one of expanding the existing school
program by using funds made available to Jaffrey under the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 which was
passed by the 89th Congress.
This act was sub-divided into five sections which are re-
ferred to as Titles 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The first three pertain
directly to the local schools, both public and private.
Under Title 1 a remedial reading program has been estab-
lished with Mrs. Dorothy Kendall as teacher. To better meet
the special needs of this work, since assuming this position,
Mrs. Kendall has completed the following courses: "The
Improvement of Reading" from Boston University, "Prac-
ticum in Reading" and "Diagnostic Teaching of Reading" at
Keene State College. Her time is equally divided between the
Grade School and St. Patrick's School.
This past year an elementary guidance counselor for grades
1-8 was employed for the first time, partly paid for with funds
from Title 1. With money allocated from federal funds he
spends equal time at St. Patrick's School and at the Grade
School — one day at Conant Junior High and one day at the
Grade School.
Under Title 2 which allows money for the purchase of books
and supplementary materials for the improvement of instruc-
tion, major emphasis was placed on enriching the classroom
libraries. The two areas receiving special attention were
books for personal reading and supplementary books in the
subject matter field.
Under Title 3 the supervisory unions in the Monadnock area
have pooled their allocated money to start a child guidance
center at Keene known as the Monadnock Children's Special
Services. This center is staffed by a full-time psychologist,
one 'lil-time and two part-time and speech therapists, four
part-time remedial specialists, one full-time and two part-
time social workers, one part-time pediatrician, one part-
time psychiatrist, one consulting pediatric neurologist, a
full-time director, a secretary and a receptionist.
The faculty has continued to show professional growth during
the past year. Mildred Cutter, Priscilla Davis, Geraldine Wal-
lace and Olive Lynch completed the extension course, "Art
of Elementary Teachers" given by the University of New
Hampshire. Doris Shea, the school nurse, has completed the
course "Health Education" at Keene State College and Frank
Clark, Guidance Counselor, "Group Counseling" at U.N.H.
Plans were formulated by the administration for a self-sup-
porting summer school during the summer of 1966, Remedial
reading and remedial math were offered to pupils in grades 2
through 6, Enrichment courses in literature and math were
offered to grades 5 and 6. Insufficient interest made it inad-
visable to go through with the plans.
With the addition of the guidance counselor and remedial
reading teacher plus the physical education, art and music
programs already in existence, the school is nearing the time
when it will be truly comprehensive school.
Co CONANT HIGH SCHOOL
A record enrollment of 449 was reached at Conant High
School as 90 students entered the 7th grade.
This growth, plus the need for curriculum expansion in
certain areas, has created crowded situations in many class-
rooms. There is little space left for expansion in the present
facility.
Some in-depth study needs to be preformed in order that the
educational program in Jaffrey continue to progress in the
future as it has in the past.
Eighth grade French was initiated this year, which extends
our language program to five of the six grades at Conant. The
plan is to offer French in six consecutive years. This will
give the students of Rindge and Jaffrey an excellent opportunity
to acquire a good command of the language,
A Science Seminar has also been added to the curriculum.
It is an advanced science program at the senior level.
The remedial reading program and the study skills program
are being continued with emphasis and success.
The welding room was completed this year when the
purchase of the remaining stations was approved by the school
district, and the booths constructed by the metal shop students.
Only one area remains to be completed, namely, the printing
room area, which has a good start in some basic equipment.
The National Honor Society held its first initiation this
year. This was a huge success and will be continued in the
future.
Several new teachers filled vacancies on the Conant staff.
Mrs. Mildred Chase, Mathematics and Study Skills, Mr.
Russell Wallace, Business, Mr. Richard Sanders, Music,
Mr. Richard Sawyer, Biology, Mrs. Eunice Nelson in Home-
making, Mrs. Barrett in Latin.
Guidance at the Junior High level was reinforced when
Mr. Frank Clark came to Jaffrey as the second guidance
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person on the staff. He serves the 7 and 8 grades two days
per week.
The athletic teams represented the school with success and
pride during the past year. Continued enthusiasm on the part
of students and coach will certainly result in a keen athletic
program.
The town of Jaffrey can be justly proud of their excellent
core of professional and non-professional staff members. The
fine educational program provided is due largely to the sta-
bility of these dedicated individuals.
At this time it is proper to express my appreciation to the
townspeople, the School Board, and the Superintendent, and
staff members for their aid and cooperation, and to the stu-
dent body for their pride and character.
Clayton E. Craig, Principal Jaffrey Grade School
Joseph D. LeBlanc, Principal Conant High School
Raymond G. Edwards, Superintendent of Schools
Donald P. Carle, Assistant Superintendent of Schools.
PART m SCHOOL PLANT
A„ Repairs
PART IVo FINANCE
A. Report of School District Treasurer
JAFFREY GRADE SCHOOL
In addition to the regular summer maintenance the following
improvements and repairs were done during the summer:
1. Installation of fluorescent lights in the upper and lower
hallways.
2. Large doors of stage repaired and covered with metal.
3. Sections of two classrooms were replastered.
4. Roof on outside bookshelf covered with metal.
5. Touch-up painting in various sections.
6. General cleaning of building.
CONANT HIGH SCHOOL
Repairs and improvements as well as the regular summer
work are as "oUows:
1. Windows in two rooms were replaced with new aluminum
sash.
2. New sink in cafeteria kitchen.
3. New sink in printing room.
4. New electrical circuit in office suite.
5. New lights in music and science rooms, also welding
room.
6. New screens in cafeteria windows-
7. Girls' locl'er room floor painted.
8. Desks refii Ished in three rooms.
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1965 to June 30,
SUMMARY








Received as Income from Trust Funds
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
(Balance and Receipts)
Less School Board Orders Paid


















Bo Insurance AUDIToxiS' CERTIFICATE
Fire, Extended Coverage & Vandalism, buildings and con-
tents—Conant High and Jaffrey Grade School ($636,000.00)
Boiler Insurance, Property & Liability — Conant High
and Jaffrey Grade School
Owners' & Tenants' Liability (Teachers and Public Lia-
bility)
Workmen's Compensation & Employers' Liability
Driver Training Car
District Owned School Bus.
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer
of the school district of Jaffrey of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966 and find










































B. SCHOOL BOARD'S FINANCIAL REPORT AND BUDGETS
ADMINISTRATION
110.1 Sal, of Dist. Officers
135.0 Audit &i Census





220.0 Library & Vis. Ails
230.0 Teaching Supplies
235.0 Contracted Services
290.0 Other Inst. Expenses
ATTENDANCE SERVICES














725.0 Replacement of Equip.
726.0 Repairs to Equip.
735.0 Contracted Services
766.0 Repairs to Building
790.0 Other Expenses
FIXED CHARGES






























1265.0 Site Improvement 2,600.00 200.00
1266.0 Improvements to Bldgs. 1,872.32 1,220.00 2,000.00
1267.0 New Equipment 3,267.65 5,990.00 5,000.00
DEBT SERVICE
1370.0 Principal 15,000.00 16,000.00 16,000.00
1371.0 Interest 4,270.00 3,836.00 3,388.00
1390.0 Debt Service Exp. 30.25 35.00 35.00
TRANSFER ACCOUNTS
1477. 3 Supervisory Union Exp.. 20,151.84 24,553.36 24,373.00
1477.5 Capital Reserve 1,500.00 6,500.00 1,500.00
1479.1 Exp. to other than Pub.Sch. 479.44 602.00 1,385.00
CONTINGENCY ITEM 2,000.00
Net Expenditures 378,591.35 422,909.36 447,380.00
Plus Refunds 1,446.33
Gross Expenditures 380,037.68
Cash on Hand, June 30 12.046.61
$392,084.29
INCOME
Cash on Hand, July 1 8,772.97 1,883.50
Revenue from State Sources:
Sweepstakes 12,369.13 7,250.31 6,000.00
School Building Aid 4,500.00 3,642.93 4,800.00
Driver Education 860.00 750,00 750.00
Revenue from Federal Sources:
NDEA—Title HI 1,113.97 1,000.00 1,000.00
NDEA-Title V 208.00 175.00 100.00
Vocational Education 86,96 125.00 200.00
PL 89-10-Title I 8,0G5.38 6,030.26 8,317.00
School Lunch and Special Milk 4,057.29
Local Revenue Except Taxes:
Tuition 55,493.16 59,752.00 74,313.00
Trust Fund Income 15,462.05 14,862.00 15,700,00
Rent 140.00 200.00 125.00
Other Revenue from Local
Sources 1,815.74
$112,974.65Total Revenue & Credits $ 95,671.00 $111,305.00
District Assessment:
Current 279,109.64 327,238.36 336,075.00
$392,084.29 $422,909.36 $447,380.00
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Co STATE TAX COMMISSION
REPORT
Your report of appropriations voted and property taxes to







School Building Aid 3,642.93
Driver Education 750.00
Sweepstakes Revenue 7,890.04
NDEA-Title III, Science, Math & Lang. 1,000.00
NDEA-Title V, Guidance & Testing 175.00
Vocational Education 125.00
PL 89-10 (ESEA) 6,030.26
Tuition 59,752.00
Trust Fund Income 14,862.00
Rent 200.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS





































Included in the proposed budget for 1967-68 are the follow-


































Do DETAIL OF EXPENDITURES
For Year
ADMINISTRATION








Theodore R. Lambert, Auditor $20.00
Roger R. Smith, Auditor 20.00
Elizabeth Boucher, School census 100.00
Ballot Clerks 20.00
Ending June 30, 1966
Scholastic Book Services







L. E. Dolhenty Company
Teachers College Press
Lyons & Carnahan, Inc.
Credits:
Conant H. S., books sold or lost
190.1 Supplies & Expenses
American School Board Journal, six subscriptions
Conant H. S., petty cash purchases
N. H. School Boards Association, dues
Edson C. Eastman Co., Treasurer's book
Monadnock Ledger, advertisements
Edward A. Herrick, detail of expenditures
Transcript Printing Co., publishing warrant
Sim's Press, Inc., ballots
L, G. Balfour Co., plaque
Blodgett & Makechnie, legal services



















Salaries at Conant High School
215.0 Textbooks
Affiliated Publishers
Allyn & Bacon, Inc.






Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.
D. C. Heath & Co.











































220,0 Library and Visual Aids
National Geographical Society, subscriptions $13,50
Funk & Wagnalls Co., French dictionary 6.30
Gaylord Bros., library supplies 59.55
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., filmstrips & tapes 274.35
McGraw-HUl Book Co., French tapes 809.75
Science Yearbook 14.69
G. & C. Merriam Co., dictionaries 25.05
Steele's Bookstore, newspapers subscriptions 56.00
marking pencils 3.10
Collier-MacMillan Library Service, library books 195.69
Supervisory Union 47., library books 91,25
Scott, Foresman & Co., books 28.78
Allyn & Bacon, Inc., records 11.30
American Fabrics, subscription 15,00
Paperbound Books In Print, subscription renewal 16,00
South-Western Publishing Co., books 4.87
University of N. H., film rentals 105.50
Natl. Education Assn., subscription. Journal of Amer.
Assn. for Health, Physical Educ, & Recreation 10.00
Eastern Book Co., library books 199.47
Educational Audio Visual, records 139.20
J, L. Hammett Co., visual aids 14.56
maps 70.21
D. C. Heath & Co., book 3.75
Lincoln Electric Co., booklet .50
Moore-Cottrell Agencies, magazine subscriptions 77.30
Visual Aids Studio, filmstrips 16.50
Science Year, yearbook 5.95
Rand McNally & Co., map 26.35
H. W. Wilson Co., Readers' Guide subscription 10.00
Wm. C. Brown Co., books 15.25
American Heritage, subscription 11.85
World Book Encyclopedia, yearbook 5.95
Monadnock Ledger, Inc., subscription 5.00
Garrand Publishing Co., books 14.49
Reader's Digest Assn., subscription renewal 2.97
Educational Reading Service, books 127.32
Compton Home Library, yearbook 5.95
Cambosco Scientific Co., chart 5.25
23.0 Teaching Supplies
Winde-McCormick Lumber Co., shop lumber
Conant High School, petty cash purchases -





Readers & Current Events 255,70
Allyn & Bacon, Inc., workbooks 53.09
Ball Pen Co., pens 39.97
Brodhead-Garrett Co., shop supplies 114.48
drawing sets & supplies 149.06
Business Machines & Equipment, typewriter ribbons 61.00
Jonas Damon Estate, shop lumber 55,00
Encyclopaedia Brittanica Press, workbooks 340.14
Ginn & Company, workbooks 12.74
C. S. Hammond & Co., workbooks 37°90
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., workbooks & tests 253.02
The Harmar Co., duplicator paper & pencils 385.80
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., workbooks & tests 340.67
KeeLox Mfg. Co., typewriter ribbons 10.27
American Book Co., tests .55
Continental Press, duplicator masters 3!47
Knowlton & Stone Co., shop supplies 87i40
Lourons, drafting supplies 90^43
Milton Bradley Co., art supplies 639.48
classroom supplies 530.11
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, Inc., shop supplies 16.80
Pioneer Office Appliance Co., duplicator supplies 470.55
Science Research Associates, workbooks & supplies 162.97
Silver Burdett Co., tests 7.85
Ellis Smith, markers, Scotch Tape, etc. 121.54
Standard Duplicator Sales, transparencies & paper 89.67
Summers Ski & Sport Center, tennis rackets 187.50
ping pong balls 2.00
American Knitwear, gym suits 223.21
instructors' shirts 26.52
Belletete's, Inc., misc. supplies 21.98
Cardigan Sport Store, Physical Educ. supplies 260.20
Forcier's Market, Home Economics groceries 230.59
J. L. Hammett Co., classroom supplies 727.56
IBM Corporation, typewriter ribbon 2,85
Prentice-Hall, Inc., workbooks 7.30
Scott, Foresman & Co., workbooks & tests 316,58
N. H, Distributing Agency, U.S. Govt, surplus
shop supplies 11.35
Law Motor Freight, return of supplies 3.60
Acme Northeast Type & Supply Co.,
print shop supplies 150.60
Austen Display, Inc., art supplies 7.98
G. L. Merriam Co., welding Supplies & gas 59.59
The Pro Shop, Physical Educ. supplies 9.58
Patterson Brothers, shop supplies 387.58
South-Western Publishing Co., workbooks & tests 183.19
McGraw-Hill Book Co., tests 55.00
Cambosco Scientific Co., science supplies 876.43
The Singer Co., sewing machine supplies 2.66
Economy Co., workbooks 45.05
Hackler Motor Sales, driver training gas & oil 142.78
snow tires 25.00
misc. supplies 31.85
Denoyer-Geppert Co., biology test sheets 12.43
Steele's Bookstore, marking pencils 3,24
Edgcomb Steel of N.E., shop metal 16.86
The Bryant Co., duplicator book 3.25
News Map Of The Week, Inc., weeklies 59.25
Supervisory Union 47, tests 74.76
Follett Publishing Co., examiner's kit 3.15
E. R. Moore Co., girls' gym uniforms 88,73
American Chemical Society, examination booklets 12.85
Chas. E. Merrill Books, workbooks 55,04
Credits:





University of N,H,, testing services
WENH - TV, classroom TV
Marianne H. Noyes, speech therapy










N.H. Music Education Assn., participation fee $ 10.00
Pioneer Office Appliance Co., duplicator supplies 25.00
Grade School Teachers, purchases at Convention 13.35
Supervisory Union 47, In-Service training 21.86
Reading Assn. conference 119.25
misc. supplies & expenses 46.14
DeMoulin Bros., graduation gowns & rental 30.00
graduation tassells & collars 43.46
Jean Williams, graduation organist 15.00
Richard LeBel, graduation speaker 50.00
Consulting Psychologists Press, Mental
Measurements yearbook 32,90
Winnifred Gummerson, graduation pianist 25.00
American Council on Education, Evaluative
Criteria 4.00
Moore-Cottrell Agencies, magazine subscriptions 26.70
N. E. Assn, Colleges & Secondary Schools,
annual dues 100.00
Calendarette Products, memo sheets 2,92
Education Exchange of Boston, source book 2,90
Post Office, stamped envelopes 62,25
William Hotin, use of car 11.20
Ronald Record, use of car 4.16
Science Research Associates, Advanced Modern
Math. Institute 45,00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone hook-up for
homebound 101.14
J. L. Hammett Co., diplomas 126.89
Post Office, stamps 20.00
Ronald Press Co., girls' Physical Educ. books 8.75
Prentice-Hall, Inc., professional book 7.14
Paul Baratta, All-State Music Festival expenses 20.83
Harold A. Clukay, French class trip to Canada 597.70
elementary field trips 149.83
Bernard Kaminski, conference expenses 235.00
Dorothy Kendall, BU course 90.00
Coil's TV Service, rental of sound car 5.00
George Barker, truck to Science Fair 32.00
Elite Laundry Co., glee club & graduation robes 94.50
misc. cleaning 3.21
IBM Corporation typewriter ribbons 5,70
Conant it S., petty cash purchases 114.88
meals for Wash, trip chaperones 110.00
care of chaperones' children 180.00
Amos Fortune Prize Speaking 27.00
Clayton Craig, postage 7.56
Natl. Council, Teachers of Math., subscriptions 13.00
Steele's Bookstore, office supplies 10.71
Stephen A. Buckley, Guidance Conference 35,00
School Assembly Service, assemblies 275,00
A. H. Rice Co., record book binders 19,46
Barbara Davis, FHA travel 91.60
Ruth J. Fitzgerald, Reading Conference 15.00
Patricia Hergren, conference expenses & travel 23.47
Howard Kimball, State & Natl. Principals's
^sn. dues 25.00
76
Economics Press, professional books - 19.63
Chronicle Publications, guidance folders 8.03
The Harmar Co., duplicator paper & pencils 20.00
KeeLox Mfg. Co., typewriter ribbon .42
Barretts Business Machines, paper & transparencies 144.01
Croft Educ. Services, H. S. Principals' Service 71.75
Milton Bradley Co., office supplies 40.00
Sim's Press, Inc., stock for graduation programs 13.25
letterheads & printed forms 76.10
Ellis Smith, markers, Scotch Tape, etc. 9.00
Dana Cotton, annual meeting, N. E. Assn. Colleges
& Secondary Schools 4.20
Carl Fischer, Inc., music 109.38
J. L. Hammett Co. office supplies 21.59
Dorothy Kendall, Reading Conference 12.50
Natl. Educ. Assn., personal fitness records 13.20
Chase's, Inc., file folders 11.80
William Murray, bus driving 12.35
Norman Eaves, custodial services 6.00
Credits:
Conant H. S,, French Class, trip








Elite Laundry Co., cleaning blankets
Sawyer Pharmacy, health room supplies
Franklin W. Sterling, M. D,, School Physician
School Lunch Physicals
G. H. Tilden & Co., health record forms
Doris Shea, use of car
Conant High School, petty cash purchases
500.0 Transportation
Ray Moore Motors, bus repairs
bus supplies
Coi"-noyer Insurance Agency, bus insurance
Atlantic Refining Co., gas & oU
wash & cleaning bus
Chevron OU Co., gas & oil
Dorothy J. Doten, transportation contract
extra transportation
Oliver Burgoyne, transportation contract
extra transportation
Jaffrey Highway Dept, garage rent






























American Standard Corp., electric light bulbs & tubes
Belletete's , Inc., rope
Hackler Motor Sales, gas & kerosene
Conant H. S., petty cash purchases
Belletete Supermarket, facial tissues
misc. supplies
Brulin & Co., solvent degreaser
Central Paper Products, supplies
Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Co., cleaner
J. I. Holcomb. Mfg. Co., custodial supplies
Huntington Laboratories, custodial supplies
B. A. Larson & Co., flag
John R. Lyman Co., cleaning cloths & sponges
Milton Bradley Co., blackboard cleaners
wastebaskets
flag
Mt. Kilburn Paper Co., paper towels
N. H. Electric Co., light bulbs
Richdo Products, custodial supplies
Rochester Germicide Co., hygienic supplies
M. D, Stetson Co., custodial supplies
West Chemical Products, hygenienic supplies
Chevron Oil Co., gas
The Pram Co., deodorizer
Gorham Fire Equipment Co., safety light
batteries
Dial-A-Pick Co., straw dispenser





























State gas tax rebate














Elite Laundry Co., cleaning mops
Red's Atlantic Service, plowing
George Barker, use of truck & mower
rubbish removal
640.0 Heat
Scenic State Oil, Inc., fuel oil
645.0 Utmties
Jaffrey Water Dept., water













Letourneau Gas & Oil Co., bottled gas





Belletete's, Inc., misc. supplies 7.86
George Barker, 1965 custodians' workshop expenses 25.68
1966 workshop, 3 registrations
truck to Keene
Credits:
Peterborough School District, share trans-
portation, workshop
Rindge School District, share, transportation
710.1 Salaries
Maintenance share of custodians' salaries
Other summer maintenance pay
725.0 Replacement of Equipment
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, Inc.,
band saw & rip fence
United Auto Supply Co., drill
Business Machines & Equipment, typewriter
General Electric Supply Co.," clocks
Knowlton & Stone Co., ball bearing cup center
Simon's stop watch for reading class
Sunbeam Corp., drill
Knowlton & Stone Co., two 4-station wood-
working benches
Office Machines of N. H., typewriter
Royal Typewriter Co., typewriters
J. L. Hammett Co., paper cutter
Olivetti Underwood Corp., typewriter
A. H. Rice Co., record player


























726.0 Repairs to Equipment
IBM Corporation, typewriter repair
typewriter maintenance agreement
Knowlton & Stone Co., sanding belts
Coil's Radio Shop, recorder microphone
Pillsbury's Radio & TV, PA console repairs
United Auto Supply Co., casters
Marshall Danforth Co., steel for repair of slide
Business Machines & Equipment, typewriter service
A. H. Ride Co., repairs to audio-visual equipment
Theodore Von Kamecke, furniture glides
Graves Elec. Motor Shop, repair of elec. equipment
J. L. Hammett Co., pencil sharpener cutter
Knowlton & Stone Co., metal cuttingblades
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co.,
recharging extinguishers
Ricci's Melody Shop, batteries for audiometer
Walt's Signs, 2 si^s
Hackler Motor Sales, dual control & mirror for
driver training car
Pioneer Office Appliance Co., duplicator repairs




















Johanson Furniture, needle for record player
Barrett & Neal Co., typewriter service
George Fontaine, power mower overhaul
Belletete's, Inc. misc. supplies







766.0 Repairs to Buildings
Belletete's, Inc., paint & maintenance supplies $ 905.08
Conant H. S., petty cash purchases 7.62
Maurice S. Tuttle, replacing dimmers 18.00
electrical repairs 5.00
Harris Construction Co., stone for roof repair 5.51
Letourneau Gas & Oil Co., tubing & labor 27.30
Law Motor Freight, freight on roof pump 21.22
Goodnow's Shopping Center, misc. supplies 36.90
Clayton Craig, keys 1.50
C. L. Haskell, flameproofing stage curtains at Conant 200.00
F. Mei & Co., plumbing & cleaning furnace & boiler 314.40
N. E. Door Closer, Inc., fusible links for fire doors 50.00
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., glass 53.55
paint 15.74
Tremco Mfg. Co., roof tar 51.00
Worthen Lab, PA system repairs 26.50i
Simplex Time Recorder Co., master clock repair 9.20
service agreement 24.50
J. L. Hammett Co., masking tape 10.00
Preferred Utilities Corp., burner belts 6.55
Wm. P. Smith, ice removal 89.33
Bradley Washfountain Co., curtains 6.06
United Auto Supply Co., glazing compounds 7.50
Evans & Devlin, plumbing 122.50
$ 2,014.96
790.0 Other maintenance E5q)enses
Belletete's, Inc., plate glass $ 9,80
misc. supplies 30.38
United Auto Supply Co., misc. supplies 23.02
Conant H. S., petty cash purchases 2.11
Goodnow's Shopping Center, lawn seed L85
D. D. Bean & Sons Co,, redcote for tennis court 144.00
Summer's Sport Center, tapes for tennis court 75.00
Henry J. Belletete, work on tennis courts 44.75
Credit:
Restitution for lawn damage
FIXED CHARGES
850.0 Retirement & Social Security
State Treasurer, Social Security
N. H. Dept. of Welfare, OASI Fund,
administering Social Security accounts
N. H. Teachers RetirementSystem









855.0 Insurance & Bonds
Lloyd Wellington, fire & extended coverage $ 265.07
Monadnock Insurance Agency, multi-peril policy 265.07






Eaves Insurance Agency, Driver Training car






Federal Reimbursement paid to
School Lunch Program
Central Paper Products Co., cups & straws
Huntington Laboratories, dishwashing crystals
John Sexton & Co., hygenienic supplies







1075.0 & 1090.0 Athletics & Other Student-Body Activities A,
3onant H, S., petty cash purchases
meals at quarter final basketball meet
Elite Laundry Co., cleaning uniforms
Belletete's, Inc., lime
Dorothy Doten, bus transportation
NHIAA, association dues
Dliver Burgoyne, transportation
31obe Ticket Co., tickets
Robert Wilkinson, travel
Soccer Referees
The Pro Shop, basketballs
supplies
basketball jerseys
Currier's Ski Shop, boots, wax, poles
Leon Jackson, pictures
Richard Letourneau, driving bus
Natl. Education Assn., sports booklets
Harold Clukay, bus to basketball meet
Cardigan Sport Store, baseball supplies
Arthur Christian, baseball umpire
The Sport Shop, baseball bats
James Baird, driving bus
William Murray, driving bus
George Barker, custodial services
Norman Eaves, custodial services
Pasquale Scenna, coaching JV basketball
Robert Wilkinson, coaching varsity basketball
Richard Koehler, coaching skiing
Alvah Niemela, coaching varsity baseball
Summer's Sports Center, tennis balls
William Murray, custodial services
Credits:
Conant H. S. basketball receipts




Manchester Paving Co., paving yard at Conant
1266. Buildings
Brattleboro Roofing & Sheet Metal Co.,
ventilating system in chemical laboratory
Belletete's, Inc., lumber












































Steele's Bookstore, balance on electric stapler
bought last year $ 10.47
Jones' Express, transportation of new equipment 9.40
Beckley-Cardy, transportation on projector cabinet 8.95
The Harmar Co., office equipment 335.50
N. H. Electric Co., coffeemaker 21.56





high speed drill 36.50
misc. equipment 156.37
H, Rice Co., tape recorder 100.00
earphones 181.53
Twin State Elec. Supply Co., air conditioners 417.90
Brodhead-Garrett Co., spot welder 114.00
Carl Fischer, Inc., trombones 150.00
Law Motor Freight, freight on bench brake 4.37
Knowlton & Stone Co., Formica cutter 21.75
The Singer Co., sewing machines 288.50
accessories 10.16
Maurice St. Tuttle, installing receptacles for
sewing machines 52.57
Teachers College Press, supplies for
Tachistoscope 11.50
Hobart-Dayton,
. table with casters (for mixer) 42.00
Chase's, Inc., filing cabinets & folders 135.26




State Street Bank & Trust Co., payment ofbonds
interest on bonds
bond & coupon service
TRANSFER ACCOUNTS
1477.3 Supervisory Union Budget
Supervisory Union #47, Jaffrey's share, 1965-66
budget
1477.5 Capital Reserve
Trustees of Trust Funds, Town of Jaffrey
1479.0 Other Than Public Schools
State Board of Education, tuition, deaf pupil




















July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1966




















BALANCE - June 30, 1966
BALANCE SHEET
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1966
ASSETS

























Fo DURANT FUND REPORT
Included in the proposed budget for 1967-68 are the follow-
ing expenditures under the Durant Fund:











G, DISTRICT BUS COSTS
FIXED COSTS
Insurance
Depreciation (1/6 of $6,273.60)
Salaries (incl. Ret. & OASI)
Garage Rent
VARIABLE COSTS





Cash on Hand June 30, 1966
General Fund
Accounts Due to District
a. From State NDEA
Capital Reserves: (Held by Trustees)
TOTAL ASSETS






















Amounts Reserved for Special Purposes
Tennis Court Fund $111.40
Accounts Owed by District 10,750.11
Capital Reserves: (Offsets Similar Asset
Account) 4,991.14
STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Name of Building or Project for Which Conant
Notes or Bonds Were Issued Addition
Outstanding at Beginning of Year 160,000.00
Total (2 plus 3) 160,000,00
Payments of Principal of Debt 15,000,00
Notes of Bonds Outsta'xding at End
of Year (4 minus 5) 145,000,00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge andbelief. The accounts
are kept in accordance with Section 24 of Chapter 71 of the













STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1966
Number of pupils registered during year





Average number of days each pupil was in school
Non-resident pupils (Tuition)











SCHOOL CENSUS AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1966
Ages as of September 1, 1966
PART V. CHILD ACCOUNTING
A. SCHOOL GRADUATES
CONANT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
The 1966 Class of Conant High School numbered 64
graduates, 34 boys and 30 girls. Twenty-one students, (33%)
of the class went on to four-year colleges. Twelve students
went on to other schools of less thanfour years, making a total
of fifty-two percent of the class going on to further education.
Seven graduates entered the ArmedServices, the remainder of
the class entered the labor force. Of the students going on to
post-secondary education, twenty-three are attending schools
and colleges within the State of New Hampstiire.
John BeUetete, Harlan Baird, Nancy Betourne]', Marie
Blair, Jeanne Burns, David Brodmerkle, Dennis Bosley, Eliz-
abeth Champney, Paul Charlonne, Diane Davis, Donald
Deschenes, Anna Dunning, David Duval, Janet Duval, Judith
Farhm, Susan Fish, Janet Gagnon, Mictoel Garfield, Jeffrey
Garland, Mary Gatto, Anne Gilmore, Frances Grummon,
Dwight Haskell, Patricia Hazleton, Susan Hermanson, Craig
Hoyt, Alex Isherwood, Robert Jalbert, Shawn Jalbert, David
Jones, Ellen Kenney, Susan Kenney, Sandra LaFleur, Bonita
Lambert, Susan Lambert, Denise Lortie, John Mackey,
Margaret MacNeU, Keith Martin, Paul McPhie, William
Murray, Timothy Noyes, Terry O'Connor, Jack Ojala, Stephen
Olson, Lauren Ouellette, Bruce Pelletier, Peter Perkins,
Kathy Porter, Diane Prescott, William Porter, Marlene Roy,
Dennis Sands, Barry Sasner, Lee Sawyer, Anna Symonowicz,
Ramon Tatar, Robert Tatar, Beverly Taylor, David Taylor,
Madelyn Vanni, Joan White, Carl Witty, Mark Wozmak.


















































PART VI. AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES AND SPECIAL REPORTS
School Health Report
Jalfrey District
In this year's report, I will attempt to answer a question
that is often asked. What does a school nurse do all day?
It is the feeling of some that our primary function is to
give first aid. They're wrong. The school nurse may not
even be in the building where an accident occurs, for she
may serve several schools, as I do. Her primary duty is to
educate children in both preventive and corrective health
measures. To try to get parents to understand the impor-
tance of good habits in a child and of having a child's
physical defects corrected. 1 can say here that Jaffrey's
parents have l)een most co-operative and helpful in the
elementary schools but not so at the High School level. Here
it is most difficult to teach the pupils the importance of
good food and especially proper rest; for frequently a
student who was excused from school during the day be-
cause of illness is allowed to go out later the same day
either to go to work or to social activities, when they
should be at home resting so as to be well the next day.
A school nurse gives hearing and vision tests, plans
and coordinates a TB testing program, counsels students,
teachers and parents; organizes the Dental Clinic sponsored
in Jaffrey by the Women's Club, sees that all appointments
are kept with Dr. Harold Goodman, our dentist; this year
30 children were in the clinic. The nurse also arranges
for eye examinations and the provisions of glasses when
needed, with the help of Jaffrey's Community League. When-
ever need arises for special services such as Crotched Mt.
or Children's Clinics in Keene the school nurse is often
the one to make arrangements and provide transportation.
At the start of a new year the school physician. Dr. Sterling,
along with the nurse, examines the pupils in the odd numbered
grades, all new students, members of the cheering squads
and all the athletes. At that time and all through the year.
when needed, the school nurse contacts Dr. Sterling regard-
ing student's health problems.
The various health programs that take place in our schools,
are also arranged by the nurse; for instance, a dental hy-
gienist from Concord showed films and explained the proper
care of teeth to all pupils in both our elementary schools.
In November an educational film on Cancer, various signs and
methods of self examination was shown to all High School
Senior girls and the mothers of all Seniors were invited.
Time is spent in going to homes, checking why a student
is absent for any length of time, while others who become
ill at school, have to be driven home if no transportation is
available. Then, there is the problem of poorly dressed
children, and the need to try and help to bring about the
necessary changes.
In the school, much time is used up keeping the students'
individual Health Records in order, entering recent illnesses,
immunizations and annual charting of height and weight. In
the Spring it is the duty of the nurse to help with the round-
up and enrollment of entering first graders, including their
first health check-up.
Finally, each school nurse has problems unique in her
schools. She can't solve them all, but she can at least
attack them, and pretty soon you have better facilities,
healthier children, parents who are more understanding,





B. REPORT OF CONTOOCOOK VALLEY STUDY GROUP OBSERVERS
At the 1966 annual School District Meeting a resolution
was passed suggesting that the School Board appoint a part
of its membership to act as observers of the progress of
the Contoocook Valley Cooperative Planning Board and to
report back to the people of the Jaffrey School District at
a special or annual School District Meeting if they deemed
it desirable. The following is an outline of our activities
during the past year.
During the spring, we attended, as observers, regular
meetings of the Contoocook Valley study group. Due con-
sideration was given to the progress and direction of this
study. We would like to make particular mention of the
fact that we were very much impressed with the calibre of
the work of this group. However, while evaluating the ad-
visability of Jaffrey becoming an official part of the Con-Val
Study, it became evident to us that Con-Val was but one
alternative open to Jaffrey and that due consideration should
be given other alternatives before recommendations could
be placed before the voters.
Among the other alternatives was the possibility of pur-
suing a study of the feasibility and desirability of a Rindge-
Jaffrey Cooperative School District. During the summer
months, several joint School Board Meetings were held with
Rindge. The aims of the joint meetings were two-fold; to
collect and evaluate data concerning a Rindge - Jaffrey
Coop, and to reconsider, jointly, the advisability of studying
with the Con-Val study group on a formal basis.
On the basis of the data collected, the School Board voted
unanimously that a study of the possibility of a Rindge -
Jaffrey Cooperative District should be an important part of
any formal study voted by the Jaffrey School District. Ap-
plication was therefore made to the State Department of
Education to determine whether or not approval could be
forthcoming for a two - town cooperative district. Late
this past fall, such approval was given by the State Depart-
ment of Education.
The road is now cleared for a formal, in-depth study
of all alternatives open to the Jaffrey School District. The
entire school board feels that a formal study group should
be approved at the regular March School District Meeting.
Planning for the future needs of our school district should
be conducted in a careful and constructive manner. We,








BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWNFor the year ending December OF JAFFREY, N.H.31, 1966














































. H. LM 3
, H. L M 3
Charles Brendan Hampshire Peterborough, N.
Daniel Anthony Dodge Peterborough, N.
Tainnjy Lee Wright Peterborough, N.
Richard Joseph Poirier Peterborough, N.
Lori Anne Mason Peterborough, N.
James Arthur McEwan, IV Peterborough, N.H. LMl

















David Knight Shattuck, Jr.
Christine Elizabeth Christian














































































































































































































June 8 Lisa Ann Charlonne
June 20 James Robert Brown
June 21 Cathy Ann Chiovitti
June 28 Keith M. LaBarge
July 2 Gary Lee Forstrom
July 6 Debbie Ann Pirmey
July 10 Bonnie Lee Emmons
July 19 Melvin Robert Burgoyne
Aug. 8 William George Sweeney
Aug. 10 Timothy Allen Desmarais
Aug. 16 Timothy Allan Smith
Aug. 22 Lisa Antoinette Johnson
Aug. 27 Nancy Elaine Pelletier
Sept. 7 Michael Darren Ouellette
Sept. 15 Kelly Ann Sawtelle
Sept. 21 Wendy Lee Soucia
Sept. 24 Kelly Ann Rollins
Sept. 28 Bridget Marie Norwood
Oct. 1 Steven Roland Gauthier
Oct. 11 Randy Irving Brown
Oct. 16 Kim Lee Smith
Nov. 16 Cynthia Michelle Day
Nov. 19 Rhonda Marie Sullivan
Nov. 20 Elizabeth Ann Drouin
Nov. 26 David Alan Springfield
Dec. 1 Arm and Alphonse Comtois
Dec. 2 Michele Marie Hautanen
Dec. 4 Steven James Hadley
Dec. 14 Christian Jude Gagnon
Dec. 14 Belinda Mae DuBois
Peterborough, N. H. L F 2
Peterborough, N. H. L M 3
Peterborough, N. H. L F 3
Peterborough, N.H. LM6
Peterborough, N.H. LMl
Peterborough, N.H. L F 2
Keene, N.H. L F S
Peterborough, N.H. L M 2
Keene, N.H. L M 2
Peterborough, N.H. LM3
Peterborough, N.H. LM3
Peterborough, N.H. L F5
Peterborough, N.H. L F 1
Peterborough, N.H. LMl
Peterborough, N.H. L F 6
Peterborough, N.H. L F2
Peterborough, N.H. L F6
Peterborough, N. H. L F 2
Peterborough, N.H. LMl
Peterborough, N.H. LM5
Keene, N.H. L F 4
Keene, N.H. L F 3
Peterborough, N.H. L F3
Peterborough, N.H. L F 1
Peterborough, N.H. L M 2
Jr. Keene, N.H. L M 2
Peterborough, N.H. L Fl
Peterborough, N.H. L M 2
Peterborough, N.H. L M 2































Richard W. Soucia, Jr.


























































































M/47?7? TA (^ T^ ^ recorded m THETOWNOFJAFFREY, N.H.lyi/^jSJS.l.yi. VJ ClkJ For the year ending December 31, 1966
Date
Name and Surnaine
of Bride and Groom
Residence of Each at
Time of Marriage Age Birthplace of Each
1966
Jan. 15 Alphonse Victor Etre
Mary Louise Bridgeham
Jan. 21 Bichard Donald Call
Barbara Arlene Maxfield
Jan. 21 David Irving Perry
Elinore Elvira Pelkey
Jan. 29 Louis Elwin Tremblay
Patricia Joanne Saris
Feb. 6 Emile Joseph LaFleur, Jr.
Vera Elizabeth White
Feb. 19 John Robert Brassard
Diane Doris Duxbury
Feb. 19 John Edward Morton
Celeste Cecile Emery
Mar, 7 Terry Alan Ouelette
Judy Lee Christian
Mar. 16 Williann Andrew Geas
C^Tithia Suzanne Wyman
Mar. 21 Glenn Irving Brown, Jr.
Marguerite Lucille Brown
Mar. 27 Matthew John Bolanis
Eileen May DellaPegorara
Apr. 9 Everett Chester Blair, Jr.
Carol Ann Rose LaRiviere
Apr. 16 Wayne Ashley Stevens
Donna Mary Norwood
Apr. 16 Benjamin Lamar Ellis
Janet Claire Doubleday
Apr. 23 Gerald Wayne Roy
Aleandra Reid Austin
Apr. 28 George Edward Pederson
Marion Elsie Antanavich
Apr. 29 Homer Jordan Sawtelle
Joyce Beverly Steele
May 17 Michael Flurance Crowley, Jr.
Sandra Joan Bissonnette








June 7 Peter Saunders White
Barbara Elizabeth Morabito
June 8 Homer Verne Brouillette
Simone Emily Bousquet
June IS Leonard Alfred Kangas
Shirley Hazel Pelletier
June 26 Willard Waino Oja
Linda Jean Blanchard
July 2 Philip Daniel Archambault
Therese Rita St. Pierre
July 9 James Brian Leach
Sandra Jean Hazleton
July 16 Vernon Arthur Christian
Loretta Maryanna Warwick
July 16 Chester Addems Plimpton
Anita Lorraine Proulx
July 18 Basilic Peter Santini
Irene Aurore Ward









































W. Springfield, Mass. 49
Westfield, Mass. 43








































































































Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Henry H. Franklin, JP
Peterborough, N. H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.










Elder Robert L. McShinsky
Keene, N.H,
Raymond J, Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Jason C. Sawyer, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Rev. Herbert J. Guth
Swanzey, N. H.
Jason C. Sawyer, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Raymond J, Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
















Robert J, Stratton, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
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July 30 William E. DellaSanta
Lorraine C. Blais
Aug. 4 John Francis Cannon, Jr.
Susan Anne Meuse
Aug. 13 William Peter Smith
Rita Jucius Belletete
Aug. 24 Thomas Frank Nedelka
Dolores Mary Del Rossi
Aug. 27 Samuel John Hackler
Nancy Lee Paine
Aug. 27 Richard Daniel Lynch
Meredith Ann DeLill
Aug. 29 Lloyd Fawcett Perry
Aug. 30 George Joseph Sage, Jr.
Linda Constance Grammatic
Sep. 3 Arthur Foster Rockwell
Vemlyn--Desaulniers
Sep. 10 Paul Joseph St. Pierre
Carolyn Joan Sasner
Sep. 10 David Charles Meldrum
Gloria Louise Paradise
Sep. 12 William LeRoy White
Elizabeth Ann Inferrera
Sep. 17 Michael Alan Millemann
Elizabeth Crane Bean
Sep. 19 Speros, Nicholas Dodos
Nancy Ann Swan
Oct. 1 J.C. — Miller
Shirley Jean Cloutier
Oct. 8 Randyl Patrick Coumoyer, Jr.
Patricia Ann Hodgdon
Oct. 17 Wayne Adrian Lund
Oct. 31 Roger Leslie Tatro
Marie Mary Blair
Nov. 3 Arthur Harry Davis
Joyce Ann Norcross
Nov. 4 Michael Flurence Crowley, Jr.
Sandra Joan Bissonnette
Nov. 5 Ronald Melvin Rich
Patricia Ann Pfeifle
Nov. 18 Ronald Joseph LaBier
Margaret Louise Beam
Nov. 20 John David Hallock
Christian Ann Weld
Nov. 25 Gordon Baker Robinson
Amy Louise Pierce
Nov. 26 Wellington C. Prescott
Ruth E. Ford
Nov. 26 Philip Maurice LaCrotx
Janet Diana Davis
Dec. 2 Leonard Franklin Caruso
Linda Lee Jackson
Dec. 10 Alvin Sidney Frye
Margaret Ingraham Crandall
Dec. 17 Maurice Paul Louis Normand,
Linda Lee Goyette
Dec, 30 Clayton Kirk Adams
Melinda Alward Hopf

















































Peterborough, N. H. 51
Rindge, N.H. 54
Rindge, N.H. 52
Greenville, H. H. 22
Jaffrey, N.H. 19




Jr. Jaffrey, N.H. 27
Jaffrey, N.H. 20
Dudley, Mass. 20
W. Hartford, Conn. 19
































































Grace A. Davis, JP
Wine hendon, M ass.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Rev. John H. Leamon
Jaffrey, N.H.
Charles F. Kelley, JP
Nashua, N.H.
Rev. Frank W. Sherman
Greenfield, N. H.
Rev. James F. Quinn
Peterborough, N.H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.




Rev. Talbert E. McNutt
Jaffrey, N.H.










Raymond J, Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Vivian S. Wunikka, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.
Lawrence E. Billings, JP
Milford, N.H.
Raymond J, Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.






Raymond J. Desmarais, JP
Jaffrey, N.H.








DEATHS Fe^.ECORDED IN THE TOWN OF JAFFREY, N.H.the year ending December 31, 1966
Date Name Place of Birth Name of Parents Place of Burial
Jan 3 Blanche M. Bayley 85 FW Campton, N.H. Frank Avery
Addie Batchelder
Mar, 15 Richard Thomas Van Dzura 19 M S Plainfield, N.J. John V. Van Dzura
Mary Sedlock
Mar. 21 Walter Francis Murphy 67 M D Hudson, Mass.- Frank Murphy
Mary Jane Murray
May 9 Waino J. Hautanen 53 M M Rindge, N.H. John Hautanen
Aino Kantola
May 21 Edward—McCarthy 40 M S Springfield, Mass. Patrick J. McCarthy
Helen G. Foley




June 15 Ruth L. Walworth 90 FW Allegheny, Penna. Jesse H. Lippincott
Mary Richardson




Julyl Yvonne C. Pelkey 59 FW Winchendon, Mass. August Gauthier
Emilia LaPerriere
July 3 Amedee J. Girouard 67 M M Greenville, N. H. Dosithe Girouard
Josephine LoiseUe





July 31 Gilbert Arthur Gebler 15 M S Providence, R.I. Arm and Gebler
Gertrude Bertrand
Aug. 29 Fred Kenneth Frankel 63 M M New York, N, Y. Jacob Frankel
Anna Fried
Sept. 23 Ralph D. Harling 66 M M Jaf&ey, N.H, John Harling
Matilda Thureson
Sept, 26 Ellard B. Keefe 71 MM Weston, Mass, Bernard Keefe
Mary Ellard
Nov. 4 Joseph — Camelin 85 M W Greenville, N,H, Theodore Gamelin
Flavie Ouilette
Dec. 17 Frederick D, Leavitt 39 M M Morrisville, Vt. Fredrick J. Leavitt, 5
Reba Tollman



































Sandra Forstrom Fitchburg, Mass.
'DPA Tl-f ^ IN OTHER TOWNS AND BROUGHT TO JAFFREY, N.H. FOR 3URIAL





Place of Birth Place of Death Name of Parents Place of Burial
Jan. 24 George H. Lightizer 66 M M
Jan. 27 John J. Boudrieau 71 M M
Feb. 9 Horace A. Deschenes 60 M M
Mar. 3 Hazel B. Kennedy 65 F M
Mar. 8 Harry C. Maxwell 92 M W
Mar. 9 Bertha C. LaPlante 79 F W
Apr. 15 Rose Bassette Standish70 FW
Apr. 23 Esidore F. Martin 59 M M




















Arthur J. Lightizer Holy Cross Cem.
Elizabeth Harris Maiden, Mass,
John Boudrieau St. Patrick Cem.
Elizabeth Robidoux Jaffrey, N.H.











Georgianna Deschenes Jaffrey, N.H.
Frank Pytko St. Patrick Cem












May 18 Agnes S. Morgan 91 F W
Jun. 3 Peter J. Levins, Sr. 55 M M
Jun. 13 Mary Lashua 79 FW
Jun. 24 Eugene F. Knowlton 77 M W
July 9 Kate F. HamiU 93 F W
July 30 Marion L. Stebbins 61 F M
Aug. 8 Thonias Bernard 70 M M
Faulkner
Aug. 11 Eunice May Wolff 64 F M
Aug. 18 -Viola Stacy May 65 F S
Sept. 18 Jennie M. Despres 82 F W
Oct. 15 Lillian G. Enos 77 F W
Oct. 23 John W. Kiniry 53 M M
Nov. 22 John Wesley Good 84 M M
Nov. 23 Magdeleine Christian 80 F W
Nov. 25 Muriel C. Vinal 66 F M
Dec. 5 Mary Eva Timonen 48 F M
Dec. 8 John A. Heinonen 62 M D
Dec. 8 Andre J. Pelletier 79 M M


















































Philomene Roubidoux Jaffrey, N. H.
Conant Cemetery
Jaffrey, N.H.
Alfred Blake Conant Cemetery
Martha Read Jaffrey, N.K.
Don F. Cook Conant Cemetery
Addie Warner Jaffrey, N.H.










































C ambridge, M ass.
Conant Cemetery
Jaffrey, N.H.
Conant Cemetery
Jaffrey, N.H.
St. Patrick Cem.
Jaffrey, N.H.
Conant Cemetery
Jaffrey, N.H.
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